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ABSTRACT
Liquid Crystalline Elastomer (LCE)-inspired segmented polyurethane elastomers
possessing widely different extents of ordering were created to mimic the hierarchical structure
of the continuous matrix and superior mechanical performance of spider silk fibers. The silk's
remarkable toughness originates from a fiber morphology that possesses f-pleated crystalline
sheets within an amorphous matrix. In the polyurethane materials, various extents of
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) soft segment ordering were implemented within continuous soft
domains that were connected by hexamethylene diisocyanate-butanediol (HDI-BDO) hard
segments. Soft segment crystallinity studies revealed the need to optimize the extent of
continuous soft domain ordering. Highly crystalline PEO soft segments, while they display good
microphase segregation properties, sacrifice extensibility due to their high melting transition
temperature. Moderately crystalline PEO soft segments, meanwhile, possess less defined phase
segregation but enhanced mechanical properties from their reversible dispersed crystalline soft
segment domains. Non-crystalline Pluronic copolymer systems had good mechanical properties
that resulted from both a strong hard segment incompatibility and a highly mobile soft segment
matrix.
Hydrogen-bonded hard domain shearing during in-situ tensile deformation yields oriented
hard blocks that align at a preferred tilt angle of ±60' from the strain direction. Extensive
alignment and orientation of the moderately-ordered PEO soft segments occurred during
deformation, which was consistent with its observed mechanical behavior. Pluronic-containing
segmented polyurethanes formed an ordered mesophase in the continuous soft matrix during
deformation.
A series of cyclic, aliphatic polyurethanes with dicyclohexyl methane diisocyanate
(HMDI) hard segments and poly(tetramethylene oxide) (PTMO) soft segments was synthesized
to study compositional effects on the extent of soft segment mixing, and how these effects
translated to both mechanical and barrier performance. Shorter soft segment chain systems
displayed a greater hard segment compatibility, which resulted in materials that were both more
rigid mechanically and provided better barrier characteristics. Longer soft segments in the
continuous polymer matrix displayed a more phase segregated structure, which enhanced their
mechanical properties but sacrificed barrier effectiveness. Incorporation of dimethyl propane
diol (DMPD), a branched chain extender, created a completely amorphous polyurethane matrix.
Polyurethane/Laponite nanocomposites were also created using particles that were
capable of preferentially associating with hard or soft segments. HMDI-BDO-PTMO
polyurethane/Laponite nanocomposites demonstrated drastically reduced mechanical
performance (-13-fold decrease in toughness and -10-fold decrease in extensibility). The
deteriorated mechanical performance was attributed to the formation of an interconnected hard
segment continuous morphology that significantly reduced matrix extensibility. HMDI-DMPD-
PTMO polyurethane/Laponite composites, on the other hand, only experienced modest
reductions in extensibility (-70% of total initial extensibility) while maintaining toughess and
increasing initial modulus 10-fold. Mechanical behavior resulted from well-dispersed Laponite
clay platelets that reinforced the amorphous polymer matrix while imposing modest chain
segmental mobility restrictions.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Project Motivation
Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are a novel class of materials that has received much
attention in the past ten years[1-8]. Biological materials, with examples such as fibrillar
collagens and dragline silks, have also been associated with LCEs, and provide a framework to
develop high performance synthetic analogs. Owing to its remarkable mechanical properties,
most notably a combination of exemplary strength and extensibility, spider silk has been the
focus of many recent research efforts[9-16]. Both recombinant DNA methods and synthetic
paths have been employed in efforts to develop materials capable of mimicking their mechanical
behavior. By grouping these materials within the larger class of LCEs, one can more readily
predict how these hierarchically structured materials are assembled. With a better understanding
of the architecture involved in these exceptional materials, we seek to create materials that are
capable of replicating their morphology, and, hence, mechanical properties. Thermoplastic
elastomers, with a particular emphasis on segmented multi-block copolymers such as segmented
polyurethanes, present the opportunity to create synthetic materials that contain hierarchical
structures within the polymer matrix.
1.2 Background
This thesis targets the role of soft segment effects in segmented polyurethane systems. In
the first half of this work, soft segment ordering was investigated to determine how ordered
structures within the continuous polymer matrix affect the morphological and mechanical
properties of resulting polymers. Understanding the role of hierarchical structures in mechanical
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enhancement provides a template for the creation of high performance materials that can
replicate the behavior of natural materials such as spider silk and fibrillar collagen. An overview
of biological liquid crystalline elastomer (LCE) morphology and physical properties is first
outlined, followed by a discussion of segmented polyurethane elastomers. Next, the relevant
design features of polyurethanes are discussed in the form of ordered soft segment architectures
and polymer nanocomposites. The second half of this thesis centers on manipulating soft
segment rigidity. Soft segment alteration is achieved by introducing hard segment components
that less readily crystallize, resulting in polyurethanes that incorporate a greater fraction of these
units within the soft segment matrix.
1.2.1 Biological Liquid Crystalline Elastomers
Fibrous proteins found in spider silk, called spidroins, and also similar to silkworm
fibroins, are composed of repetitive AB block polymers displaying a regular interval of
hydrophobic and less hydrophobic blocks. Spider silk is one of the toughest materials known to
nature on a weight basis, owing to its remarkable combination of strength and extensibility[9,
12]. Table 1.1 compares the mechanical performance of spider silk with those of some
commonly used engineering materials.
Table 1.1 Comparison of silk mechanical properties to those of other engineering
materials[12]
Material Modulus Tensile Strength Extensibility Energy to Break
(GPa) (%) (MJ/m3)
Dragline Silk 10 1.1 27 160
Viscid Silk 0.003 0.5 270 150
Kevlar 49 130 3.6 2.7 25
High-tensile Steel 200 1.5 0.8 6
Synthetic Rubber 0.001 0.05 850 100
Elasthane 31 0.33 390 46
It has been shown that the dragline and frame silks of orb weaving spiders contain two
primary protein sequences[ 17]. The amino acid sequence of Spidroin 1, which is the major
component in the stronger dragline silk Spidroin 1, is depicted in Figure 1.1 [12]. The sequences
are composed of glycine-rich hydrophilic soft areas that alternate with hydrophobic hard regions
that are predominantly alanine, a multi-blocked copolymer protein format. The "hard" alanine
regions, shown to assemble as 3-pleated sheets, are spread throughout the glycine-rich matrix[9].
The "hard" alanine-rich segments engage in hydrogen bonding that physically crosslinks the
continuous domain to create a thermoplastic elastomer.
GQG GYG GLG GQG A GRG GLG GQG
Block 1
Soft
H O
GlycinH -
Glycine
H 0
NC
H3 ' H n
Alanine
Figure 1.1 Amino acid block sequences of spider dragline silk protein[12J show its multi-
block structure
One of the most unique and important aspects of spider silk behavior is its ability to
capture flying insects and bring them to a halt by dissipating their kinetic energy while
maintaining structural integrity. This is due to an extremely high material hysteresis, the ratio of
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the energy dissipated to total impact energy; impact energy leaves the matrix primarily as heat,
preventing prey from escaping the web and maintaining structure integrity[18]. Another
important property associated with silk performance is supercontraction, a phenomenon in which
its fiber length decreases upon being exposed to water, leading to a decrease in mechanical
properties. Supercontraction behavior points to a fiber morphology that is pre-stretched when it
is spun, leading to enhanced orientation and an improved tensile strength. It is believed that
water absorption leads to supercontraction by disrupting the hydrogen bonds that lock in the
increased initial orientation[18].
Spider silk, along with its mechanical properties and process of supercontraction, has
been modeled by Termonia, who employed an energy-minimization routine on a fixed
lattice[19]. Figurel.2 displays both the commonly accepted silk morphology and its equivalent
mathematical representation at a 15% P-pleated sheet volume fraction and also accounts for
entanglements and hydrogen bonds. Triple lines shown in the mathematical model adjacent to
crystalline regions represent a high modulus layer due to constrained amorphous chains[20]. The
model's deformation profile was calculated by using physical estimates of hydrogen bond,
amorphous chain, crystallite, and the oriented amorphous moduli. Also, to reproduce the
additional fiber orientation post-spinning, the mathematical network is "pre-stretched" prior to
hydrogen bond incorporation. The model's response to deformation agrees quite well with
experimental data with a tensile strength of 1 GPa at 30% strain; the model also correctly
reproduces "supercontraction" when its hydrogen bonds are removed[21].
6nm
Figure 1.2 Theoretical model of spider silk properties on lattice structure[19]
Recent experimental studies on spider silk have provided enhanced details on the
structure of the two-phase morphology previously mentioned. The presence of a third phase, of
intermediate orientation, has been observed in small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), wide-angle
X-ray scattering (WAXS), and solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy[22,
23]. In the scattering studies, two phases are revealed to exist within the amorphous regions in
native spider silk: a completely isotropic phase and a partially oriented region. A bimodal
distribution was required to fit the two Gaussian curves: a peak that represented the amorphous
halo and a second peak that had an orientation intermediate to those of the crystalline and
isotropic regions[22, 23]. WAXS pattern fitting concluded that -60% of the amorphous phase is
isotropic, while the balance (-40%) has some residual degree of orientation. Similarly, Simmons
~ --CCCC-LI -- CI
et al. determined that the spider silk 'H spectrum with deuterated alanine components could only
be fit by employing two Gaussian curves: one with a high degree of ordering and the other with
less orientation[23]. A three-phase morphology has evolved in light of these p findings.
Figure 1.3 gives an approximate spider silk morphology, with highly-oriented P3-sheets (15%),
weakly ordered amorphous regions (-30%), and an isotropic amorphous region (-55%). This
oriented interfacial region is similar to that seen in semicrystalline polymers and within polymer
nanocomposites, thus providing the framework for this research, which is outlined in subsequent
sections.
P-pleated
Alanine Sheets
CH 3
Weakly-Ordered
Alanine Crystals
Amorphous
Glycine-Rich Matrix
Figure 1.3 Suggested three-phase morphological model of spider silk[23] shows its
hierarchical structure
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1.2.2 Segmented Polyurethane Elastomers
Thermoplastic elastomers are a particular type of block copolymer that contains chains
composed of chemically immiscible sequences (or blocks) which are thermodynamically favored
to phase separate[24]. However, due to the fact that the incompatible blocks are covalently
linked to one another along the polymer backbone, groups of compatible sequences microphase
segregate into domains that are near the block length scales. Schollenberger was the first to
report the synthesis of physically-crosslinked segmented polyurethanes, which led to a multitude
of research explorations as to the relationships between morphological and mechanical
properties[25]. Segmented polyurethane elastomers are comprised of soft segments that are
above their glass transition temperature (Tg), forming a rubbery, disordered block, in addition to
hard segments that are below their Tg at normal operating conditions. These hard segments, due
to hydrogen bonding or other interchain forces, can form crystalline or paracrystalline domains
to reinforce the prevailing rubbery matrix. Aggregated hard domains provide physical
crosslinking within the elastomer, a phenomenon that prevents whole-scale macroscopic viscous
flow; conversely, these ordered hard domains can be melted or cleared at sufficiently high
temperatures, allowing this class of polymer to be processed as a thermoplastic material.
Elastomeric behavior can be recovered by cooling back to a temperature that is below the hard
segment glass transition temperature.
Segmented polyurethanes possess a multi-blocked structure that is strikingly similar to
that of spider silk[26]. With the wealth of available chemical structures and established synthetic
techniques, segmented polyurethanes are an appealing candidate to construct hierarchically
ordered materials. As a result, much investigation was focused on determining the
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compositional effects on mechanical and morphological behavior. Bonart et al provided
confirmation of the hydrogen bonding responsible for the physical cross-linking present in
urethane elastomers, resulting in paracrystalline or crystalline arrangements of hard
segments[27]. These physical crosslinks are reversible at temperatures above the hard segment
ordering transition and/or in the presence of polar solvents.
Segmented copolymers are not to be confused with triblock copolymers, which are
capable of showing thermoplastic elastomer properties. Triblock copolymers are comprised of
only three blocks, which normally possess approximately 50-100 repeat units per block.
Segmented copolymers, on the other hand, consist of a much greater number of blocks.
Additionally, hard blocks may contain fewer than 5 repeat units while soft blocks can have fewer
than 20 repeat units. As a result, microphase segregation in segmented copolymer systems
contrasts greatly from that seen in triblock copolymers. A simplified picture of the two-phase
microstructure is shown in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4 Architecture of model segmented polyurethane elastomer
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Polyurethane microstructure and mechanical behavior are highly coupled to the synthesis
method employed[28]. In the one-pot method, all reagents (soft segment macrodiol,
diisocyanate, and chain extender) are added during the initial reaction. This is the most
commonly practiced industrial synthetic technique. One drawback to this procedure is that it
does not possess the control required to yield regular block sequences[28]. In the two-step
polymerization procedure, soft segment macrodiol chains are initially reacted in an excess of
diisocyanates during a slow addition step. These end-capped macrodiol chains are then reacted
with a low molecular weight diol (chain extender), and a stoichiometrically-calculated amount of
diisocyanate to produce high molecular weight polymer chains. As the two-step method is more
controlled, it produces linear polyurethane chains, fewer side reactions, and polydispersities near
2, which are an expected result of step-growth polymers[29].
Polyurethane hard segments consist of either aromatic or aliphatic diisocyanates and diol
or diamine chain extenders. (When diamine chain extenders are used, an urea linkage is formed
within hard segments, thus forming polyurethaneureas). There are two diisocyanates most
commonly used in industry: 4,4'-methylene bisphenyl diisocyanate (MDI) and 1,3/1,4 toluene
diisocyanate (TDI). Their aromatic unit rigidity often produces polyurethanes consisting of both
a high modulus and tensile strength[28]. Unfortunately, these same aromatic units are often
prone to degradation and yellowing when exposed to ultraviolet radiation. 1,6-hexamethylene
diisocyanate (HDI), along with other aliphatic diisocyanates, provide a greater resistance to
ultraviolet degradation, though are not as reactive as their aromatic counterparts[30]. Linear
aliphatic hard segments introduce added segmental flexibility, leading to higher theoretical
extents of phase segregation, which can be justified via kinetic reasoning[31, 32].
Polyurethane soft segments usually consist of polyether or polyester macrodiols; typical
soft segments include poly(ethylene adipate) and poly(tetramethylene glycol), which both have
glass transition temperatures that are significantly lower than their material usage temperature.
Due to the presence of ester linkages that are capable of hydrogen bonding with urethane
linkages, polyester soft segments often display enhanced elastic modulus, tensile strength, and
thermal stability[30]. On the other hand, polyether soft segments are more flexible and possess a
better hydrolytic stability than polyester soft segments, and also engage in less hydrogen bonding
with hard segment urethane linkages[33]. Polyurethane mechanical properties are highly
coupled with soft segment ordering; this behavior is strongly influenced by segment molecular
weight, is frequently between 400 and 6000 g/mol[28]. A general rule is that as soft segment
molecular weight increases, polyurethane tensile strength and modulus decrease.
1.2.3 Polyurethanes with Ordered Soft Domain Architectures
The majority of previous polyurethane studies have targeted the effects of hard segment
identity and length, hard segment crystallinity, soft segment type and length, and microphase
segregation in structure-property relationships[34-40]. A relatively small number of
polyurethane investigations have focused on the role soft segment ordering plays in their
morphological and mechanical properties. Poly(r-caprolactone) soft segment polyurethanes
have demonstrated reinforcement effects within the polymer matrix as a result of PCL
crystallites, leading to an improved mechanical response[41, 42]. Also, Chang et al. probed the
effect of soft segment crystallinity in polyurethaneureas composed of amorphous hard domains
and polyether soft segments[43]. They concluded that poly(ethylene oxide) PEO crystallinity is
the primary ordered structure at low hard segment concentrations, leading to an increased
modulus but lower failure strain. Gunatillake et al. investigated crystallinity effects in
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comacrodiol polyether soft segment polyurethanes, which yielded polyurethanes with both a
lower modulus and shore hardness than those composed of the primary homopolymer
macrodiols[44]. Segmented polyurethanes composed of HDI-BDO hard segments and PEO
homopolymer (1000 g/mol) have shown increased ultimate strain, tensile strength, and toughness
compared with PEO-PPO-PEO soft segment crystallites, a result of small load-bearing
crystallites within the continuous polymer matrix[45].
1.2.4 Segmented Polyurethane Nanocomposites
Segmented polyurethanes have been shown to display enhanced properties by
incorporating nanoscale particles[46, 47]. Material property enhancements have included an
increased tensile modulus and tensile strength, elongation to failure, thermal stability, and barrier
functionality. These effects are seen due to the high surface to volume ratio of well-dispersed
nanofillers, thus creating a greater opportunity for interaction between dispersed particles and the
polymer matrix. Changes are also seen in the polymer chain dynamics and alignment that result
from these nanofiller interactions[48]. Interfacial bonding affinities between the polyurethane
matrix and the dispersed particles can be altered by introduction of surfactants, modifying the
nanoparticle surface chemistry, or by changing the polyurethane block polarities[49]. As
favorable interactions between the nanofiller surface and polyurethane blocks increase, higher
levels of nanofiller dispersion are achieved, providing opportunities for a maximal improvement
in polyurethane nanocomposite material properties.
Several nanoparticle dispersion techniques are commonly used to synthesize polymer
nanocomposites. Frequently, an in-situ polymerization process is employed in which the
nanoparticles are dispersed in the soft segment macrodiol prior to end-capping[50, 51].
Nanocomposites are also commonly made by processing post-polymerization, either by a
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solution dispersion[52] or by melt compounding[48]. Final mechanical properties have shown
little sensitivity to the dispersion process provided that the compatibility between the nanofiller
and polymer matrix phases remains constant [48].
1.2.5 Transparent Polyurethanes
A motivation has been provided for the design of reinforced polyurethanes by
implementing ordered structures within the continuous soft segment matrix. Vastly different
morphological and mechanical properties are observed in polyurethane systems containing hard
segments which are predominantly amorphous in nature[53-57]. Their decreased hard segment
crystallinity, coupled with enhanced hard segment chain flexibility, allow for systematic
structure-property studies that can yield a wealth of information on material performance
characteristics. A particular focus is placed on the creation of polyurethanes possessing good
optical properties that also provide good barrier properties. Transparent polyurethanes have
several potential applications including protective materials[58-60], optoelectronic materials[6 1],
and as medical dressings[62-64]. There would be a great benefit associated with a better
understanding of the mechanisms that affect mechanical and barrier properties, especially those
which possess a weaker phase segregation driving force.
1.3 Conclusions
This introductory chapter served to provide the motivation for this thesis research in
addition to providing relevant background material in the segmented polyurethane design and
synthesis. Thermoplastic polyurethane design was discussed, including compositional make-up
of hard and soft segments and possible synthetic pathways. Recent progress in nanocomposite
fabrication was discussed, which included methods employed in nanoparticle dispersion.
Armed with the preceding motivational and background material, the next step is the design of
LCE-inspired polyurethanes and other soft segment-modified polyurethanes, the topic of Chapter
2.
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Chapter 2: Materials Design
2.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 outlined the motivation and background for this research. Biological liquid
crystalline elastomers, with a particular emphasis on spider silk, provide an exciting template for
materials design. Spider silk microphase segregates into a network structure emanating from its
multiblocked structure of glycine-rich soft blocks and alanine-rich hard blocks. The remarkable
mechanical performance of silks such as spider silk is a direct result of the presence of an
ordered phase that resides within the continuous soft matrix or at the boundary between hard and
soft regions. Segmented polyurethanes, due to extensive investigation of their structure-property
relationships and synthetic routes[ 1-30], are an exciting class of materials well-suited to the
design of synthetic spider silk analogs. Similarly, this wide literature base provides insight in the
development of polyurethanes that provide good mechanical and barrier protection while
maintaining long-term ultraviolet stability. With the design parameters of interest, we proceed to
describe the necessary components to create elastomers possessing both the desired mechanical
and morphological properties.
2.2 Polyurethane Blocks
All thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers employed in this research were created by the
two-step method shown in Figure 2.1. The two-step synthesis yields good control of block
lengths, coupled with well-defined polymer microstructure.
Step 1: Endcapping Macrodiol with hexamethylene dilsocyanate (HDI)
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Figure 2.1. Two step polyurethane synthesis procedure used to create high molecular
weight polyurethanes
2.2.1 Soft Segments
In order to achieve polyurethanes with the desired mechanical properties and
morphologies, the soft segments must possess adequate flexibility, incompatibility with the hard
segment chains, and end-group functionality. Also, these soft segments should possess a glass
transition temperature (Tg) that is well-below room temperature. This is an important feature
because, as rigid groups such as nanofillers are integrated within the soft segments, their Tg
increases. A sufficiently low soft segment Tg is required because the material must continue to
be elastomeric upon addition of such rigid structures[31]. It is critical that the soft segment be
alcohol terminated in order to react with the isocyanate groups present in the urethane reaction.
........................ 1M 11111111W
Hydroxyl-terminated poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is the most frequently-used
semicrystalline polyether soft segment to create polyurethane elastomers. This macrodiol is
synthesized by either anionic or cationic ring opening polymerization of epoxide, which is
especially reactive due to its highly strained ring structure[32]. Poly(ethylene oxide) has a glass
transition temperature that is well-below room temperature (-60 °C), but a melting temperature
that varies from 20 to 60 'C depending on its molecular weight, which has a pronounced effect
on soft segment flexibility. Pure poly(ethylene oxide) soft segments containing molecular
weights of 1000 (Tm = 37 °C) and 4600 g/mol (Tm = 58 °C) were used to represent moderate
and high degrees of soft segment crystallinity, respectively. When an amorphous block is
introduced to PEO homopolymers, there are direct consequences with respect to soft domain
ordering, and a wide variety of segmented polyurethane material properties are obtained.
Tri-block copolymers composed of many semicrystalline PEO and amorphous
poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) segment lengths can be purchased, which permits control of the
extent of soft domain ordering without any major changes in synthetic procedure. A two-step
process is used to create PEO-PPO-PEO (Pluronic®) polymers[33]. The PPO block is created
by a stoichiometric addition of propylene oxide to propylene glycol. Ethylene oxide is then
added in a controlled process to the ends of the hydrophobic block, which gives the final tri-
block structure. This synthetic procedure provides control of both the PPO and PEO block
lengths while maintaining a narrow polymer polydispersity index (PDI). A hydroxyl-terminated
PEO-PPO-PEO (1900 g/mol) terminated copolymer with a melting temperature of 17 'C was
used in the segmented polyurethane possessing weak soft segment ordering properties. Pluronic
copolymer phase behavior and thermo-oxidative degredation response have been extensively
studied because of their use in surfactant systems, yielding a picture of their long-term viability
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as polyurethane soft segments[34, 35]. A previous study by Lan et al. created Pluronic-
containing polyurethanes with aliphatic hard segments for biomedical purposes, finding that an
increased PEO fraction in the soft segment resulted in improved tensile properties and an
increased degree of phase segregation[36].
In the second polyurethane study, poly(tetramethylene oxide) (PTMO) was chosen
because of its ease of availability and its well-characterized reactivity in polyurethanes, which
are primary reasons for it being the most commonly-used soft segment in polyurethane synthesis.
PTMO macrodiols have a Tg = -84 'C, are hydrophobic, and can be obtained in a variety of
molecular weights, which make these soft segments well-suited for polyurethane systems.
PTMO is synthesized by the cationic ring opening polymerization of tetrahydrofuran, a process
that yields oligomers having a most probable, or Flory, molecular weight distribution[32].
Figure 2.2 shows the chemical structure of the soft segments used for the polyurethane systems
studied.
HO-CH2CH2 20 CH2CH O CH2CH 20 H
CH 3
(PEO-PPO-PEO)
HO -CH 2CH20 H
(PEO)
HO CH 2CH 22C 2CH20 n H
(PTMO)
Figure 2.2 Soft segment structures used for polyurethane systems
2.2.2 Hard Segments
The primary hard segment molecules used in this work were an aliphatic diisocyanate,
1,6-hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI), and an aliphatic diol chain-extender, 1,4-butanediol
(BDO). HDI-BDO hard segments are known to rapidly form spherulitic crystallites at room
temperature[ 19]. Also, because of their aliphatic backbone and its corresponding flexibility,
HDI-BDO hard segments demonstrate enhanced microphase segregation[18]. Another benefit of
employing this sort of aliphatic diisocyanate is that HDI is not prone to degradation by
ultraviolet radiation, a common problem with many of its aromatic counterparts.
In the other half of this thesis, another aliphatic diisocyanate, dicyclohexylmethane
diisocyanate (HMDI) is used to create transparent polyurethanes. Transparency occurs as a
result of geometric isomers within the isocyanates that have a tendency to prevent large-scale
hard domain aggregation[10, 37-40]. The isomer ratio for the isocyanates used was 20% trans-
trans, 50% cis-trans, and 30% cis-cis. At higher trans-trans contents (> 35%), HMDI
polyurethanes typically begin to display more pronounced hard segment crystallization, yielding
opaque polymers which limit their applicability in optical applications[41]. Provided that the
degree of hard domain crystallization remains low, HMDI polyurethanes are generally
transparent, which provides for several new applications including protective materials,
optoelectronic coatings, and medical dressings. Additionally, 2,2-dimethylpropanediol (DMPD)
and 1,4-butanediol were used as the chain extenders. The DMPD chain extender disrupts hard
segment ordering due to its bulky architecture. All hard segment components are shown below
in Figure 2.3.
OCN NCO HOOH
(HDI) (BDO)
OcN NCO HO OH
H3 C CH3
CH2 H3(DMPD)
(H 12MDI)
Figure 2.3. Diisocyanates (left) and Chain Extenders (right) employed in relevant polymer
synthesis
2.3 Reinforcing Units
Polyurethane nanocomposites fabricated by incorporating rigid particles have
demonstrated improved mechanical and barrier performance[31, 42-45]. Property enhancements
of these nanocomposites are highly dependent on the phase location where they associate.
Bonds that occur at the particle interface with the polymer matrix usually restrict segmental
mobility for attached polymer chains. As a result, nanofiller incorporation is typically targeted to
have a stronger affinity for hard segments to avoid reducing soft segment flexibility.
Polyurethane elastomer reinforcement has been achieved through the use of clays that
include Montmorillonite and Laponite[45, 46]. Montmorillonite, a natural, smectic layered
silicate, has provided enhanced mechanical properties in polyurethane nanocomposites, though
its lateral dimensions (70-218 nm by Inm thick) are larger than typical hard domains, which are
often on the order of 25 nm[47]. A consequence of large silicate size is that, despite ease of
exfoliation at low clay concentrations, intercalation remains in the dispersed system at higher
clay loadings. Synthetically-made Laponite, which has a uniform platelet size, smaller layer
spacing, and hydrophilic character, is an excellent candidate for polyurethane nanocomposites
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containing aliphatic hard segments such as HDI-BDO and HMDI-BDO. McKinley et al have
achieved Laponite exfoliation in segmented polyurethane systems, resulting in drastic
improvements in initial modulus without experiencing losses in either tensile stress or
extensibility[46]. The relevant feature sizes of Laponite are shown below in Figure 2.4.
_ _ _ _ 
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Figure 2.4 Geometry of Laponite platelets[471
2.4 Conclusions
The preceding chapter provided the relevant design parameters employed in the creation
of polyurethanes that contain ordered phases within the continuous polymer matrix, which is an
attempt to replicate the morphology seen in spider silk. PEO-containing soft segments were
employed to provide an ordered amorphous phase. The other target design parameter was
manipulation of interdomain phase-mixing. Amorphous cyclic hard segments were used to
disrupt the paracrystalline hard domains, in order to create materials with optical applications.
Also, Laponite was introduced as a potential reinforcing agent for polyurethane nanocomposites
that would enhance the effectiveness of polymer hard domains.
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Chapter 3: Segmented Polyurethanes with PEO-containing Soft
Segments
3.1 Introduction
Thermoplastic polyurethane elastomers are an extremely important class of engineering
materials that is composed of alternating hard and soft segments, resulting in a multi-blocked
structure along a single polymer backbone. At their usage temperatures, the covalently-linked
hard and soft segments microphase segregate into several structures, which are highly dependent
on relative hard and soft segment compositions. During this segregation process, hard segments
aggregate to form hard domains that provide physical crosslinks within the continuous soft
segment matrix. The hard domains that form are capable of being crystalline, para-crystalline, or
amorphous depending on the hard segment molecular architecture.
Segmented thermoplastic elastomers with PEO-containing soft segments have shown
promise in the enhancement of mechanical properties by reinforcing the continuous polymer
matrix. We have created a series of these PEO polyurethanes to evaluate the effect of soft
segment molecular weight on morphological and mechanical properties. Previous efforts
surrounding PEO-containing polyurethanes showed a transition from a soft segment continuous
morphology at low hard segment content to an interconnected hard segment morphology at
higher weight percents[l]. Initially, an increase in initial modulus, tensile strength, and
toughness were seen up to 41 wt% hard segment composition. At a hard segment content of 47
wt%, the initial modulus increases, but extensibility is greatly reduced. It is at this hard segment
concentration that the hard domains become the matrix material, leaving the overall polymer
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matrix significantly less elastomeric in character. Also, when an intermediate molecular weight
PEO homopolymer was employed as the soft segment at 41 wt% hard segment, an extremely
tough and extensible polymer was achieved. It was postulated that the presence of small,
dispersed crystallites within the continuous soft domain provided additional reversible load-
bearing phases; this was possible because the room temperature melting transition of its
crystallites did not hinder soft segment chain mobility. With a better understanding of the
reinforcement process, additional materials can be designed that possess reinforcements to
enhance tensile strength without sacrificing extensibility.
3.2 Experimental
3.2.1 Materials
Segmented polyurethanes containing either poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO; 1000 g/mol and
4600 g/mol) or poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-
PEO; 1900 g/mol) soft segments and 1,6-hexamethylene diisocyanate - 1,4-butanediol (HDI-
BDO) hard domains (33 wt%) were used in this investigation. The labeling protocol is as
follows: PU-1-33 (PEO-PPO-PEO; 1900 g/mol soft segments, Pluronic®), PU-2-33 (PEO; 1000
g/mol soft segments), and PU-3-33 (PEO 4600 g/mol soft segments); anhydrous N,N-
Dimethylacetamide (DMAc, Sigma Aldrich) was used as received
3.2.2 Polyurethane Synthesis
A series of polyurethanes with HDI hard segments and PEO-containing soft segments
was synthesized in a glove box by the two-step approach discussed in chapter 2. The first step
consists of end-capping the PEO soft segments with an excess of HDI in an under a nitrogen
atmosphere with a dibutyl tin dilaurate catalyst, and the solution was reacted at 60 C for three
hours. In the second step, the endcapped macrodiol was polymerized to a high molecular weight
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by stoichiometric addition of 1,4-butanediol at 90 C for 12-18 hours. The concentration of
DMAc was kept below 10% to avoid early gelation or polyurethane precipitation from solution.
Reaction progress was monitored with FTIR by observing the peak of free isocyanate at 2250
cm , and subsequent additions of 1,4-butanediol were made until the isocyanate peak
disappeared. The polyurethane was then precipitated into a large excess of warm 65 'C water,
which was above the LCST of PEO-water solutions. The precipitated polymer was collected by
filtration, and dried under vacuum at 25 'C until the polymer mass remained constant.
3.2.3 Polyurethane Film Casting
Polyurethanes were primarily characterized by casting the polymers in solutions of
DMAc. 500 mg of polyurethane was dissolved in DMAc at a concentration of 5 wt%. The
solutions were then mixed on a roll mixer until completely dissolved. Gentle heating was
occasionally implemented to aid in polyurethane dissolution. For the high molecular weight
PEO polyurethane (PU-3-33), the solution was refluxed at 130 C for -2 hours, cooled to room
temperature, and then transferred to custom Teflon dishes that were 4 cm x 6 cm x 4 cm deep.
DMAc was slowly removed from the solution in an oven at 60 'C with a constant nitrogen purge
of 2 SCFH. After the films appeared dry, they were placed in a vacuum oven for 1 hour at 60 oC
to remove any residual solvent. Polyurethane thin films were typically -0.1 mm in thickness.
Tensile testing strips of the polyurethane were cut from the film using a custom-made cutter that
employed two straight razor blades positioned at a fixed with of 4.84 mm.
3.2.4 Instrumentation
3.2.4.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The thermal phase behavior of these thermoplastic polyurethanes was investigated using
a TA Instruments Q1000 differential scanning calorimeter, operating at a heating and cooling
rate of 10 oC/min under nitrogen atmosphere. As precipitated, unannealed polymer samples were
subjected to two heating and cooling cycles between 90 and 250 'C. The second heating cycle
yielded metastable morphologies within the polyurethane materials. Transitions were
investigated for the second heating and cooling cycles using a linear extrapolation method (Tm)
and the midpoint inflection method (Tg). DSC traces of the vacuum annealed, cast films gave
similar transitional data to the precipitated polyurethane materials.
3.2.4.2 Atomic Force Microscopy
AFM specimen nanostructure was investigated by a Nanoscope D3100 AFM with a
Nanoscope IIIa controller and a multimode scanning probe microscope. Tapping mode phase
images of sample surfaces were made using Veeco NanoProbe tips (130 mm, 280-361 kHz).
Thin polymer films were spin-cast from dilute solution (1 wt%) and annealed at 60 OC prior to
imaging.
3.2.4.3 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
DMA specimens were prepared as described in the tensile testing section above. The
films were evaluated using a TA Instruments Q800 series DMA over a temperature range of-100
- 250 'C at a frequency of 1 Hz, a ramp rate of 3 'C min-1, an initial strain of-0.2%, and
amplitude of 10 ptm.
3.2.4.4 Tensile Testing
The tensile properties of these segmented polyurethanes were determined using a
Zwick/Roell Z010 with a 500 N load cell and convex jaw grips with aluminum and flat
polyurethane faces to minimize tearing at the grips and film slippage during deformation. The
specimens were elongated to failure at 100% of the initial gauge length per minute. Tensile
properties were the average of at least three specimens.
3.3 Polyurethane Characterization
High molecular weight thermoplastic polyurethanes with varying extents of soft segment
ordering were synthesized by the two-step solution method. Table 3.1 provides the soft segment
type, polyurethane molecular weight, polydispersity, and hard segment weight fraction for these
segmented block polymer systems. The purpose of investigating different extents of soft
segment ordering was the probe the effect of soft segment crystallinity on mechanical properties
and microphase segregation behavior. PU-3-33 was insoluble in all available GPC solvent
eluents; thus, no molecular weight is reported. Fortunately, PU-3-33 can be solubilized in
DMAc when the solvent is refluxed at 130 C.
Table 3.1 Composition breakdown of PEO-containing polymer series
Polyurethane Soft Segment Molecular Weight PDI Hard Segment
(g/mol)
PU-1-33 PEO-PPO-PEO 111,000 1.7 33 wt %
PU-2-33 PEO 1000 70,000 1.7 33 wt %
PU-3-33 PEO 4600 _ 33 wt %
3.3.1 Thermal Characterization
Segmented polyurethanes typically display several thermal transitions. The soft domains
possess a low-temperature glass transition (often below room temperature) and a melting
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transition if semi-crystalline; the hard segment may also have a glass transition and/or multiple
melting transitions due to the distribution of hard segment lengths. The soft and hard domain
thermal transitions were investigated via DSC. Second heating scan data were employed to
compare morphologies of the as-precipitated polymers. The cast films used for DMA and
mechanical property testing demonstrated similar thermal behavior. Within the PEO polymer
series, the presence of soft segment crystallinity is an important consideration in the evaluation
of the soft segment glass transition since amorphous chains experience mobility reductions from
nearby crystallites [2].
The DSC thermal analysis of PU-1-33 shows strong microphase segregation, evidenced
by a strong glass transition at -57 'C (Figure 3.1). The presence of the PEO-PPO-PEO
copolymer soft segment facilitates strong phase segregation, which was previously shown by
Korley et al via insensitivity to hard segment content (and an increased hard domain melting
transition temperature compared with the PEO1000 polyurethane)[ 1]. Also, soft segment
crystallinity is suppressed as a consequence of the PPO mid-block present in Pluronic®
copolymers. Soft segments are unable to participate in extensive hydrogen bonding with hard
domain sites due to the disruption of regular chain structure, enhancing phase segregation. PPO
hydrophobicity and incompatibility with the polar hard block promote hard domain formation.
DSC results of PU-2-33 show a glass transition near -50 'C, though the transition does
not display the normal inflection seen for Tg in the other thermoplastic materials, but rather
displays a small endothermal peak at the glass transition. PU-2-41, a polyurethane from our
previous study which also contains 1000 g/mol PEO soft segments, has shown this same low
temperature transition[ 1]. The soft segment melting transition occurs at 19 oC, with an enthalpy
of melting of 28.52 J/g. All relevant DSC data is listed in Table 3.2. Small crystallites are
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present, as evidenced by the significant discrepancy from the homopolymer PEO melting
transition temperature that was obtained by DSC (37 °C). Enhanced cross-domain hydrogen
bonding, and hence increased phase mixing, is frequently seen in polyether polyurethanes due to
the presence of interaction sites within both hard and soft polymer regions[3, 4]. Well-ordered
hard domain crystallites are suppressed, manifest by a lower melting transition temperature.
There is a broad hard segment melting transition centered near 120 'C, having peaks at -110 and
123 'C and an enthalpy of melting of 9.55 J/g.
The DSC thermogram of PU-3-33 DSC shows a small soft segment glass transition at -48
'C, followed by a strong soft segment melting transition at -46 'C and a melting enthalpy of
60.63 J/g, indicative of the highly crystalline nature of its high molecular weight PEO soft
segments, which is much closer to the crystalline melting temperature of 65 'C[5]. Depressed
melting temperatures from those of the soft segment homopolymer indicate that there is indeed
phase mixing that occurs between hard and soft segment domains, which is frequently seen in
polyether polyurethanes due to hydrogen bonding sites along the soft segment chain backbones
and/or that crystallization may be hindered by soft domain confinement, thus limiting the
formation of strongly-ordered soft segment crystallites[6-9]. With these high temperature
transitions present, the microphase segregation is more extensive than in the other two
polyurethanes at similar hard segment weight fractions, with its soft segment crystallinity largely
responsible for the demonstrated behavior. The enthalpy of crystallization has been shown to be
a very strong driving force in block copolymer phase segregation[ 10, 11]. The increase seen in
the soft segment melting transition is evidence of enhanced chain crystallization due to increased
block incompatibility and soft segment molecular weight, providing a driving force for a better-
defined interface between hard and soft domains. The less-pronounced low temperature glass
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transition is a product of having a smaller quantity of amorphous soft segments present within
the material. Enhanced hard domain phase segregation leads to a marked increase in hard
domain melting temperature and enthalpy of fusion.
Table 3.2 PEO DSC data with relevant thermal properties and transitions seen in second
heating scan
PU-1-33 PU-2-33 PU-3-33
(PEO-PPO-PEO) (PEO1000) (PE04600)
Tg,ss (OC) -56.6 -50.4 -48.6
Tm,ss (C) 19.3 45.8
AHnss (J/g) - 28.52 60.63
Tm,as (C) 147.5 122.5 157.4
AH1 ,Hs (J/g) 7.62 9.55 12.52
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Figure 3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry data of PU-X-33 Series. Soft segment
crystallinity is shown to provide a strong driving force in phase segregation
behavior. Heating and ooling scans were performed at a rate of 10 'C/min
3.3.2 Thermomechanical Behavior
Polyurethane dynamic mechanical behavior was used to investigate both thermal transitions
and material stiffness. Storage modulus values, signified by E', yield information about material
stiffness, while tan delta measures the extent of molecular mobility. In all materials the glass
transition temperature was defined as a transition in the tan delta curve. PU-1-33 shows classic
thermoplastic elastomer behavior via a strong glass transition at -50 'C; this a transition appears
as an intense peak in tan delta (Figure 3.2). PU-2-33 has a less pronounced (and broadened)
soft segment relaxation. The broad tan delta transition seen in PU-2-33 systems results from a
retardation of molecular mobility by the dispersed hard domains and soft segment crystallites.
Its thermomechanical behavior is similar to that seen for other semicrystalline polymers[12].
PU-3-33 possesses a small glass transition due to its highly crystalline soft domain character.
Both PEO homopolymer-containing polyurethanes display broadened tan delta transitions that
point toward a retarded molecular mobility that results from interacting crystallites present
within both the hard and soft domains.
After its intial glass transition, PU-1-33 has an extremely level rubbery plateau region in its
storage modulus until failure at 140 oC. The amorphous block copolymer soft segment is
allowed to move freely without matrix flow, a consequence of the well-segregated morphology
demonstrated in DSC. The soft domain melting transition is completely suppressed due to the
presence of a PPO mid-block in the soft segments. In semicrystalline polyurethane systems, the
storage modulus presents a measure of the role of soft segment ordering on their viscoelastic
response. The broad glass transition of PU-2-33 is followed by a broad melting peak that
ultimately levels off at 25 OC. As the temperature increases past its soft segment melting
transition, PU-2-33 displays a decrease in storage modulus until ultimate material failure at 125
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'C. Increased phase-mixing prevents formation of large hard domain aggregates that serve to
anchor amorphous polymer regions at elevated temperatures, though the dispersed soft segment
crystallites reinforce the polymer matrix at temperatures below their melting transition; when
present, well-defined hard segment regions provide an extended rubbery plateau prior to melting
of the high transition temperature region. Crystalline regions of the soft domain serve as
reinforcing fillers and impart an enhanced polyurethane mechanical integrity, though cannot
prevent material flow at temperatures significantly above 25 'C. The middle AFM image in
Figure 3.3 shows a lack of well-defined hard segment connectivity, a necessary component for
the extended rubbery modulus prior to hard segment melting. Much like PU-2-33, PU-3-33
displays a storage modulus characteristic of semicrystalline polymers, with the majority of its
crystalline domains melting at 50 'C. PU-3-33 has an extended rubbery plateau resulting from a
strong incompatibility between hard and soft domains, a phenomenon that facilitates aggregation
of hard segments to provide further physical crosslinking. The polymer yields at a temperature
of 150 'C that is equivalent to the high temperature DSC melting transition from the previous
section.
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Figure 3.2 Dynamic mechanical analysis data of PU-X-33 series storage modulus (top) and
tan delta (bottom). Soft segment crystallinity is shown to broaden the tan delta
peak, a sign of retarded soft segment molecular mobility. Specimens were deformed
at a strain rate of 0.2%s -1 in tensile mode
3.3.3 Polyurethane Morphology
Hard domains appear as bright regions in Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) while
amorphous soft domains are dark, consistent with previous polyurethane systems[ 11]. The AFM
image of PU-1-33 possesses a rod-like structure beneath the bulk surface, but has the look of
elliptical aggregates bundled together (Figure 3.3). Rod-like structures seen in the scan are
characteristic of the long axis of paracrystalline hard domains[12]. AFM image morphologies
support DSC and DMA morphological conclusions. In PU-1-33, hard segment boundaries are
well-resolved due to PEO block incompatibility with the PPO mid-block, which prevents
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significant interdomain hydrogen bonding between hard and soft segments from taking place.
PU-2-33 shows dispersed rod-like segments, but the domain resolution is much lower, which is
most likely a consequence of the decreased sample phase segregation compared to other
polymers within the series. Increased interphase mixing within PU-2-33 is demonstrated by
movement of the low temperature glass transition to higher temperatures and the shifting of hard
domain transitions to lower temperatures, as was seen in DSC. Irregular clusters of hard
domains and more diffuse domain boundaries originate from polymer phase-mixing in the form
of hydrogen bonding between hard and soft regions of the polymer, which is commonly seen in
polyether polyurethanes[4]. PU-3-33 displays a rod-like structure comparable to that seen at
high hard segment content in other HDI-BDO hard segment systems[ 11, 13-17] despite its
relatively low concentration of hard segments. The crystallinity of the high molecular weight
soft segment (4600 g/mol) provides a strong driving force for microphase-segregation, yielding
long, well-defined hard segments in the observed morphology that have dimensions of 10 nm by
100 nm. The contrast between the light and dark regions is not as pronounced as most
interconnected morphologies due to the small modulus mismatch that exists between the
paracrystalline hard domains and the semi-crystalline soft domains. Normally, well-defined hard
segments appear as the polyurethane transitions from a soft segment continuous to
interconnected hard segment morphology[ 18].
Figure 3.3 AFM tapping mode phase images of PU-1-33, PU-2-33, and PU-3-33 films,
respectively, from left to right. All phase images have a phase scale of 200.
3.3.4 Mechanical Behavior
Mechanical performance of the PEO-containing polymer series was evaluated by
measuring extensibility, toughness, tensile strength and Young's modulus. In segmented
polyurethane systems, hard segments engage in hydrogen bonding to form reinforcing hard
domains for the continuous soft segment continuous matrix. PU-1-33 tensile tests yield ultimate
strains of 700 + 88%, along with a tensile strength of 32.1 ± 5.3 MPa (Figure 4). Young's
modulus and toughness for these experiments are -69.7 MPa and - 122.1 ± 28.8 MJ/m3 ,
respectively. PU-2-33 exhibits typical elastomer behavior (strain hardening), shown via
increasing stress during deformation until specimen failure at extensions near 700% of the initial
length. The initial yield stress is low, likely resulting from the phase-mixing present in the
morphology, as was previously seen in [1] . Tensile deformation experiments revealed an
extensibility of 772 + 54 %, with tensile strengths of 41.1 ± 3.7MPa. PU-2-33's stress-strain
curves gave a value of 57.4 MPa for the Young's Modulus, with a toughness of 149.8 ± 31.4
MJ/m 3. High sample toughness originates from small dispersed PEO crystallites which serve as
an additional load-bearing phase. Crystallites are afforded an opportunity to reform during
deformation, a product of the sample possessing a room temperature melting transition. PU-3-33
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shows a strong tendency to neck during deformation, yielding higher ultimate strains (550 + 31
%), but without large stress increases aside from the pre-necking portion of the system. Samples
themselves have a waxy feel and opaque appearance, a product of their high PEO crystallinity.
The presence of a well-ordered material yields a semi-crystalline mechanical property behavior
during deformation. Tensile experiments gave a Young's Modulus of 183.4 MPa and toughness
of 83.3 ± 7.1 MJ/m 3. PU-3-33, with the highest soft segment crystallinity, shows the lowest
overall extensibility due to the high modulus of the largely crystalline soft segment domains that
permeate the structure. These domains, when coupled with the high transition temperature of the
minority hard domains, yield a material that deforms plastically at very low deformations (strains
greater than 5%). PU-1-33 displays remarkably similar mechanical properties to PU-2-33, which
is a likely result of its enhanced phase segregation and highly mobile soft segments, allowing
aggregation of hard domains to serve as reinforcing fillers.
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of the stress-strain behavior of PU-X-33 series. High extents of soft
segment ordering (PU-3-33) are shown to sacrifice specimen extensibility. Moderate soft
segment crystallinity (PU-2-33) provides a reinforcing effect via its mobile soft segment
crystallites. The non-crystalline soft segments of PU-1-33 provide an extensible matrix
during deformation. All tensile tests were run at a strain rate of 100% of L. /min.
Table 3.3 Tensile Properties of PU-X-33 series cast films
Elongation at Tensile Young's
Polyurethane Break Strength Modulus Toughness
(%) (MPa) (MPa) (MJIm3)
PU-13 700 & 88 32.1 a 5.3 69.7 122.1 h 28.8
PU-2-33 772 : 54 41.1 1 3.7 57.4 149.8 31A.4
PU-3-33 550 k 31 21.0 * 1.1 183A 83.3 & 7.1
~ :Now
3.4 Conclusions
A series of PEO-containing soft segment polyurethanes was synthesized by a two-step
polymerization method. Strongly phase-segregated polyurethanes were observed in both the
copolymer PEO-PPO-PEO soft segment and high molecular weight PEO (4600 g/mol)
homopolymer systems, whereas the intermediate 1000 g/mol soft segment polyurethane showed
a greater tendency to phase mix between hard and soft regions. This phase-mixing phenomenon
led to hard domains with a lower hard domain melting transition enthalpy and temperature. The
more segregated PEO-containing systems demonstrated higher values in both hard segment
categories, with the high molecular weight PEO system possessing the largest enthalpy due to
strong incompatibility with hard segments due to its high soft segment crystallinity. Dynamic
mechanical analysis demonstrated similar thermal transitions seen in differential scanning
calorimetry while providing a clearer picture of the phase segregation that exists in each system.
The copolymer Pluronic® soft segment system demonstrated stability up to a temperature of
-150 'C despite its non-crystalline soft segments, largely due to its well-defined hard segments,
while the low molecular weight PEO soft segment system experienced a large mechanical
stability decrease near room temperature (the PEO crystallite melting temperature), ultimately
failing near 125 'C. The high molecular weight PEO system, with its well-developed phase
segregation, initially displays a soft segment melting transition near 50 'C, did not fail until it
reached 150 'C. In mechanical analysis, both the copolymer and low molecular weight PEO
systems showed similar deformation behavior despite their contrasting segregation behavior.
The PEO 1000 polyurethane is able to compensate for its increased interdomain hydrogen
bonding with its small, dispersed crystallites; their room temperature melting transition allows
for greater chain mobility and permits the formation of reversible crystallites during deformation
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processes. Highly crystalline PEO polyurethanes, with melting transitions well-above room
temperature, suffer from their high soft segment molecular weight, and the rigid continuous
matrix prevents it from achieving large strains. Consequently, the material behaves like a
semicrystalline polymer, yielding at low strains while undergoing necking prior to ultimate
failure.
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Chapter 4: Morphology of PEO-containing Soft Segment
Polyurethanes during Deformation
4.1 Introduction
The unique material properties of segmented polyurethanes are directly related to their
hierarchical morphology[ 1]. The response of this microstructure to deformation facilitates an
understanding of its toughening mechanism. The deformation behavior of segmented
polyurethanes has been studied extensively using a variety of experimental techniques[2-15]. In
early investigations, Bonart probed the response of physically-crosslinked polyurethane networks
to deformation using small-angle and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS and WAXS)[3, 4].
Bonart's representation of the polyurethane response to deformation is shown in Figure 4.1.
Based on these studies, the tensile alignment of initially randomly oriented soft segment chains
exerted a local torque force that orients the hard domains perpendicular to the direction up to
300% strain. Above 300% strain, the nature of the hard segment (crystalline or paracrystalline)
strongly influenced the deformation behavior. For paracrystalline MDI-ethylene diamine or
MDI-hydrazine hard segments, further elongation resulted in the reorientation and restructuring
of the hard domains along the stretch direction as stress is transferred from strain-induced
crystalline (PTMO) or paracrystalline (mixed polyesters) soft segments. In crystalline MDI-
BDO hard domains (-40 wt% diisocyanate), the hard segments within hard domains were found
to orient along the equator up to 400% strain, which suggested that crystalline hard segments
behave as inert fillers during deformation. Bonart also proposed that the hard segment
reflections observed in diffraction patterns were due to the sterically-hindered lateral
arrangement of hydrogen bonds between hard segments due to a pseudo crystalline lattice
formation.
Figure 4.1 Model of deformation behavior of polyurethane with paracrystalline hard
segments[4] During deformation, paracrystalline hard segments tilt in response to local
torques supplied by extended soft segment chains.
Kimura et al. probed further the deformation mechanisms in polyurethaneureas with
crystalline hard domains[8]. At low tensile strains, the long axis, which is taken as the length of
the lamellae, contributed to scattering at a tilt angle to the direction of elongation. As a result,
hydrogen bonding between hard segments also produced alignment at a preferred angle to the
deformation. At higher strains, the principal axis was along the length of the hard segment due
to the disruption of the crystalline texture, forming nanofibrils and resulting in diffuse scattering
along the equator.
Additional SAXS studies of the deformation behavior of the micro-phase segregated
structure of segmented polyurethanes revealed two dominant response modes of the physically-
crosslinked network to tensile strain[2, 6]. Segmented polyurethanes containing MDI hard
segments chain-extended with BDO (37 wt% MDI) and toluene diisocyanate (TDI) hard
segments chain-extended with either trimethylene glycol bis(p-aminobenzoate) (32 wt% TDI) or
1,1,1 -trimethylolpropane (47 wt% TDI) were investigated by Desper and collaborators. From
this study, a generalized model based on shape and structural rigidity (hydrogen-bonding,
crystallinity) of the hard domain response to deformation was presented[6]. Hard segments with
high degrees of structural integrity and cylindrical geometry (length (L)/diameter (D) >> 1) are
subjected to a shearing mechanism due to the local torque applied by the aligning of soft segment
chains, adopting a preferred tilt angle of the hard domains to applied stress and producing a four-
point scattering pattern. In the case of hard domains with L/D-1 (cubic) and less ordered
morphologies, the length of the hard block oriented perpendicular to the elongation, resulting in a
two-point scattering pattern along the meridian.
Shearing Mechanism Tensile Mechanism
Figure 4.2 Polyurethane deformation mechanisms based on hard segment rigidity and
aspect ratio[6]. Hard segments with greater structural rigidity (L/D>>1) respond by
orienting long axis of hard segment lamellae toward deformation direction. Hard segments
with more cubic dimensions (L/D~1) and less structural rigidity align in the direction of
applied strain.
Blundell et al. conducted stress-strain studies of thermoplastic polyurethanes containing
42 wt% hard segment[2]. In the polyurethanes containing a lower percentage of aggregated
hard segments (less structural rigidity), affine deformation occurred in the polyurethane network,
which produced an elliptical pattern with scattering intensity on the meridian and similar to the
findings of Desper and co-workers[6]. For the interconnected (structurally rigid) hard domain
morphologies, a slightly elliptical four-point pattern was observed due to structural
F(Random,
reorganization, which is reminiscent of the shearing mechanism introduced by Desper and
coworkers[6].
Segmented polyurethane structural development studies within the past ten years using
in-situ synchrotron simultaneous WAXS/SAXS, FT-IR dichroism, and AFM have
complemented initial investigations, adding depth to the knowledge base of polyurethane
deformation behavior[5, 10, 11, 14]. An excellent study of the deformation behavior of
segmented polyurethaneureas was conducted by Yeh and coworkers[14]. Yeh et al. concluded
that disrupted hard domain lamellae and strain-induced aligned soft segments contribute to
equatorial scattering in the low hard segment (12 wt%) polyurethane studied in their research,
but the intensity may be decreased due to the lack of electron density contrast between the hard
segment fibrils and the aligned soft segment chains and/or the decrease in coherent scattering due
to the small size of the broken down lamellae[14]. Figure 4.4 shows the generalized response of
a polyurethaneurea system to deformation.
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Figure 4.3 Small-angle X-ray scattering of polyurethaneurea during deformation[14]. At
low strains, long axis of hard segment lamellae tilt in direction of applied strain. At higher
levels of extension, stressed is transferred from well extended soft segments to hard
segment lamellae, causing hard segment reorganization. Also, at these high strains,
equatorial streaking appears, characteristic of oriented soft segment nanofibrils.
Researchers also probed the contribution of various orientations (perpendicular, parallel,
and at angle) of hard domain lamellae orientation on the initial mode of deformation for
segmented polyurethanes containing 20 - 50 wt% HS[10]. Lamellae initially oriented
perpendicular to the stretch direction produced an increase in the interdomain spacing under
deformation, while those lamellae aligned parallel to the elongation undergo shearing under
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strain, which causes a decrease in the interdomain spacing. At higher hard segment contents,
hard domain destruction occurred at lower strains. In addition, Lee et al. investigated the soft
segment conformation using SAXS, concluding that the soft chains are only partially extended at
high strains due to the hard domain lamellae break-up[ 10].
In a previous work, we detailed the morphological and mechanical behavior of
semicrystalline segmented polyurethanes containing varying degrees of order within the
continuous domain, proposing that the incorporation of soft segment crystallites contributes to
the overall reinforcement of the polyurethane matrix by absorbing energy through a reformable
process during deformation[ 16]. Sonnenschein et al have demonstrated improved mechanical
properties by incorporating semicrystalline polyester diols that possess both a high melting
temperature and enthalpy of melting[ 17]. In this current study, we seek to extend this
assessment by resolving the development of the soft segment phase in the deformation-induced
microstructure by comparing three segmented polyurethanes with either amorphous or
semicrystalline soft segments, but identical hard segment contents. Imaging these polyurethanes
in real-time studies permits structure development evaluation while minimizing concerns of a
large-scale viscous response. Here, our goal is to observe in-situ and understand how the
restructuring of the soft segment phase during deformation affects mechanical behavior, as well
as to probe the role of ordering within the continuous phase as a toughening mechanism. With
this framework, new materials may be designed which achieve high levels of energy absorption
through strategic incorporation of soft segment ordering.
4.2 Experimental
Both Small-angle and Wide-angle X-ray scattering were utilized in-situ to examine the
response and morphology of segmented polyurethane elastomers during deformation processes.
The experimental procedure used to synthesize these polyurethanes was previously described in
chapter 2.
4.2.1 Instrumentation
Small-angle and Wide-angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS and WAXS) data were acquired at
the X27C beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory and at the G1 beamline at the Cornell High-Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).
The X27C X-ray wavelength, X, was 1.366 A, which was monochromatized from the bending
magnet using a double-multilayer (silicon/tungsten) monochromator. The typical flux was 9 x
1011 photons/s. The beam was collimated to a maximum spatial resolution of 100 nm using 3
pinholes. The relative X-ray intensity was measured before (lo) and after (II) the sample by
using proportional counters. The X-ray scattering was detected using a Fuji BAS 2500 Imaging
Plate System, and SAXS and WAXS data were simultaneously measured. At the CHESS Gl
beamline, X = 1.23 A, the beam was collimated to a horizontal divergence of 1 mrad via the
wiggler 'K' factor and horizontal-focusing optics. This natural collimation was supplemented by
use of two 1 mm slits and a third, which functioned as a guard slit. The relative X-ray intensity
was measured at positions (1) just before the sample, using a helium-filled proportional counter,
and (2) upstream of the collimation slits, using a nitrogen-filled proportional counter. A
MedOptics CCD detector was used to measure the scattered radiation, with pixel size 47.19
ipm/pixel and size 1024 x 1024 pixels.
A home-built stretcher was used to elongate continuously the -0.1 mm thick samples at
25% of their initial length per minute. Scattering patterns were collected for one second in
SAXS and 20 seconds in WAXS (time-averaged).
4.2.2 Scattering Analysis
A background pattern was collected for each sample environment, for a collection time
equal to the sample collection time. A dark (blocked beam) pattern was measured for each
collection time employed. The appropriate dark pattern was subtracted from each sample and
background scattering pattern. Each sample pattern was then corrected using the following
formula:
{Corrected Scattering Pattern} = {Sample Pattern} - T({Background Pattern}).
For the X27C data, the transmission ratio, T, was taken to be the ratio li(sample)/Ii(background)
where 1 (x) was the measured beam intensity after the position of the sample or sample
environment, as described above. For the G 1 data, T was an arbitrary scaling factor taken to be
0.9. Data was reduced from a 2D (intensity vs. 2 0,x) to ID (intensity vs. 20) format by
integrating over all values of X, for each value of 20, where 20 is the scattering angle and x is the
azimuthal angle. The reduced data was normalized by I1.
4.2.3 Optical Microscopy
A Carl Zeiss 2MAT Axioscope polarizing microscope equipped with crossed polarizers
and a home-built static stretcher was used to observe the anisotropy that developed during
polyurethane film deformation. All images were taken in transmission mode at 5x
magnification.
4.3 Results and Discussion
X-ray scattering is an extremely useful tool in the analysis of segmented polyurethane
morphology development during deformation. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) yields
information about the relative orientation and positions of hard domains within the continuous
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soft matrix. This occurs due to the periodic placement of hard domains, which leads to a
scattering maximum within the low angle region. In similar fashion, Wide-angle X-ray
scattering (WAXS) yields information regarding the relative positions of crystalline or ordered
hard segment and soft segment chains, which have different reflections occurring during
deformation processes.
4.3.1 In-situ SAXS
PU-1-33 has an isotropic scattering pattern that becomes increasingly anisotropic with
increasing sample strain (Figure 4.4). The characteristic hard segment arrangements responsible
for scattering peaks are depicted in Figure 4.5. At 50% strain, the scattering intensity has shifted
toward the equator, indicating that hard segment lamellae are orienting in response to
deformation of the amorphous soft segment. Further stretching to 100% produces a four point
pattern (Figure 4.4), with the preferred tilt being produced by local torques exerted within the
strained soft segments. Near failure strain, the domains are still aligned at a preferred tilt angle
from the stretch direction. The four-point scattering pattern results from the previously reported
shearing mechanism[8]. As strain is increased to values of 300% and greater, meridional
scattering appears, a phenomena that coincides with the beginning of hard domain reorganization
(Figure 4.6). Soft segments that are near failure strain transfer stress to the largely undeformed
hard segments, yielding either a shearing or tensile force which is capable of breaking domain
hydrogen bonds. PU-1-33 fails prior to complete hard segment reorganization, as evidenced by
persistent four-point scattering peaks at high strain. Large-scale hard segment break-up is
demonstrated by a two-point pattern on the meridian, where scattering results from periodic
ordering of disrupted lamellae in the stretch direction (Figure 4.5). During deformation,
interdomain spacings in equatorial regions decrease markedly compared to those along the
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meridian. (Figure 4.7). PU-1-33 shows a small increase in scattering intensity in the meridional
direction with increasing strain. As PU-1-33 is initially stretched, both the isotropically
integrated and meridional periodicities remain near a spacing of 16 nm. An initial increase in the
long period at 50% strain precedes modest hard domain re-structuring at 100%. Small extents of
hard domain reorganization continue up to strains of 200%, followed by increases in the long
period until 450%. Domain spacing increases seen at high strain are attributed to a correlation
between newly-formed hard domains that undergo a spacing increase as the polymer is
deformed. Equatorial scattering spacing decreases steadily with strain in the polyurethane, as
hard domain lamellae that are initially oriented in the direction of strain undergo a shearing
process that continuously shrinks the interdomain spacing. These lamellae show a decrease in
interdomain spacing from 16.5 nm in the undeformed state to -11 nm at 450% strain. Similar
conclusions can be made for hard domains that are oriented in intermediate directions that are
slightly off-parallel. Lamellae will initially align in the direction of stretch, followed by a shear
deformation of the area between these domains prior to full-scale hard segment reorganization.
Figure 4.4 2D plots of the corrected synchrotron SAXS data of an in-situ deformed film of PU-1-
33. The azimuthal angle, W, is defined in the 0% strain plot.
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Figure 4.5 Origin of peaks seen in SAXS, adapted from[7]. Long rectangles represent
hard domains, while smaller, internal rectangles are individual hard segments. Soft
segments have been omitted for visual clarity.
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Figure 4.6 Azimuthal plots of PU-1-33 at the average interdomain spacing of
q = 0.42 nm -1 (d = 15 nm)
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Figure 4.7 Average Interdomain spacing of PU-1-33 integrated in several directions as a
function of strain
PU-2-33 and its initially isotropic scattering pattern quickly display anisotropy in the
form of four-point scattering at strains of 50% as seen in Figure 4.8. By a strain of 200%,
meridional scattering begins to appear, and coincides with the beginning of hard segment
reorganization. As strain is increased to 300%, the initial four point scattering indicative of tilted
lamellae has almost completely disappeared, meaning that the majority of the hard domains have
undergone reorganization. Also of note is the equatorial streaking that appears at these strains in
the bottom of Figure 4.8, characteristic of the beginning of oriented nanofibril formation, which
also shows up small peaks in the azimuthal scans (Figure 4.9). PU-2-33 displays a small initial
increase in domain spacing, followed by a pronounced decrease along all integration directions
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(Figure 4.10). The most prominent difference between PU-2-33 and PU-1-33 is seen in the
steep initial domain spacing decreases during deformation from the unstrained state.
Diminishing interdomain correlation lengths is demonstrated by downward slopes of both the
isotropic and meridional line scans. Interdomain spacings in the two regions steadily decrease
from 17 nm initially to 12 nm at 300% strain, at which point a plateau is reached. Equatorial and
off-equatorial integrations tend toward spacings of 8.3 and 9.4 nm respectively, evidence of the
large amount of shearing deformation that occurs between domains oriented parallel to the
stretch direction. Downward trends in PU-2-33 interdomain spacing don't necessarily translate
to deteriorated mechanical properties, which is contrary to what is normally seen in
polyurethanes. Small, dispersed PEO crystallites are believed to be the reinforcement
mechanism.
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Figure 4.8 Two-dimensional synchrotron SAXS patterns of the corrected scattering data of
PU-2-33 as a function of strain (top) and close-up of patterns at 300% and 500% (bottom)
strain reveal equatorial streaking. The azimuthal angle, T, is defined in the 0% strain plot.
Equatorial streaking coincides with nanofibril formation at high strains.
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Figure 4.9 Azimuthal angle (T) profiles of the 2D plots depicted in Figure 6. For each profile, the
mean value of q is 0.47 nm -1 and the q range is + 0.10 nm "1. (d = 13 nm)
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Figure 4.10 Average Interdomain spacing of PU-2-33 integrated in several directions as a
function of strain. For non-isotropic integrations, regions were integrated at ±100 from the center
line.
The initially isotropic scattering pattern of PU-3-33 develops a weak four point scattering
pattern at low strains, up to 100% strain (Figure 4.11). Rigid polymer regions display plastic
deformation by a strain of 150%, evidenced by strong two-point scattering on the meridian
(Figure 4.12). The strong meridional scattering, coupled with the disappearance of the initial
four-point scattering, indicates large scale disruption of the initially ordered hard domains.
Ordered crystalline regions in semicrystalline polyethylene[ 18] and segmented
polyurethanes[19] have demonstrated similar responses to deformation to those of paracrystalline
hard segments when probed by SAXS. As has been recently shown by Vaia et al.[19], the soft
segment crystallinity is the major contributor during unixial deformation, with the hard segments
acting concurrently to further reinforce the polymer matrix. Semicrystalline polymer systems
...........
that are isotropically oriented have displayed scattering patterns that combine the responses of
domains that are aligned both parallel and transverse to the strain direction[ 18]. The early rupture
of hard domains is seen due to the highly crystalline soft segment matrix, which has a melting
transition of 50 'C. As PU-3-33 is deformed, soft segments do not possess adequate mobility to
efficiently transfer stress from the continuous matrix to its hard domains without disrupting their
long-range order. PU-3-33 displays little change in domain spacing in both the isotropic and
meridional directions during deformation, with values ranging from 11.5-12 nm throughout the
stretching process, which can be seen in Figure 4.13. This trend is expected due to its non-
elastomeric behavior during strain, with a neck that propagates throughout the film prior to
ultimate failure. Equatorial and off-equatorial regions show a decreased domain spacing while
stretched (11 and 11.5 nm to 10 and 9 nm, respectively), further supporting the notion that the
regions between hard domains shrink as a result of a shear deformation of the regions between
them.
Figure 4.11 2D plots of the corrected synchrotron SAXS data of an in-situ deformed film
of PU-3-33. The azimuthal angle, ', is defined in the 0% strain plot. A color scale was
employed to provide better peak contrast.
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Figure 4.12 Azimuthal angle (4) profiles of the 2D plots depicted in Figure 8. For each profile, the
mean value of q is 0.54 nm' (d = 12 nm) and the q range is ± 0.05 nm 1 .
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Figure 4.13 Interdomain spacings of PU-3-33 during deformation, integrated along different
paths. For non-isotropic integrations, regions were integrated at ±10 from the center line.
4.3.2 In-situ WAXS
A generalized cartoon provides hard and soft segment arrangements for the origin of
reflections seen in polyurethane PU-1-33 (Figure 4.14), in which only three wide angle scattering
peaks are observed initially (Figure 4.15). Peaks labeled D (20 =19.60, 4.4 A), E (20 =21.30, 4.1
A), and F (20 =23.60, 3.8 A) correspond to hard segment crystalline or paracrystalline spacings.
As the polymer film is elongated, an additional ordering contribution on the equator becomes
apparent at 20 =20.60 (4.2 A). This spacing is a result of alignment of the PEO-PPO-PEO soft
segment chains and becomes more prominent with increased strain. Interpretation of the
development of hard domain crystallization is complicated by the small separation of peaks D, E,
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and a and the breadth of the a peak. The a peak (20 =20.60, 4.2 A) contributes to the azimuthal
plots of each peak due to its broadness. Peak D (20 = 19.6', 4.4 A) aligns parallel to the stretch
direction and corresponds to a crystalline spacing along the HDI-BDO chain axis. Peak E (20
=21.30, 4.1 A) initially aligns along the equator, though at higher strains adopts a four-point
scattering pattern at +300 , likely due to the spacings between the long axis of the spherulitic
hydrogen-bonded hard domain aggregates. The equatorial scattering peak F (20 =23.60, 3.8 A)
which becomes more prominent with increased strain, is due to spacing between extended fibrils
of HDI-BDO chains. The persistence of the initial scattering peaks at 250% strain suggests that
disruption of the crystalline, hydrogen bonded domains has not occurred.
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Figure 4.14 Origin of Peak Reflections in Wide Angle X-ray Scattering in PEO
Polyurethane Series [7]
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Figure 4.15 2D plots of the corrected synchrotron WAXS data of an in-situ deformed film of PU-
1-33. As the sample is deformed, four prominent reflections appear at spacings of D (20 =19.60, 4.4
A), E (20 =21.30, 4.1 A), and F (20 =23.60, 3.8 A) and a (20 =20.6, 4.2 A).
In PU-2-33, three peaks are present in the wide angle x-ray scattering pattern, D (20 =
16.10), E (20 = 17.30), and F (20 = 20.90), which correspond to hard segment crystalline or
paracrystalline spacings of 4.4 A, 4.1A, and 3.4 A, respectively (Figure 4.16). As the sample is
strained, a broad, prominent peak, a, appears, centered at 20 = 16.90 (d = 4.2 A), which overlaps
the spacing range for all three initial peaks, complicating resolution of the initial peaks during
deformation. The high degree of phase mixing present in the sample yields a much lower signal
to noise ratio than seen for the other polyurethanes in the series, which is a likely cause of the
limited resolution present in azimuthal scans. Peaks have a tendency to migrate toward the
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equator upon sample deformation. This result is most likely due to a deficiency of well-defined
hard domain aggregates, a consequence of the high degree of hydrogen bonding between hard
segment and soft segment chains.
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Figure 4.16 2D plots of the corrected synchrotron WAXS data of an in-situ deformed film of PU-
2-33. As the specimen is deformed, three peaks are discernable, though the resolution is limited by
the breadth of the primary alpha reflection. The labeled peaks are D (20 = 16.1', 4.4 A), E (20 =
17.30, 4.1A), and F (20 = 20.90, 3.4 A) As the specimen is strained, a broad, prominent peak, a(20 =
16.90, 4.2 A), appears, which tends to obscure the resolution of the initial peaks.
In PU-3-33, five peaks are initially visible in the undeformed sample, as shown in Figure
4.17: D (20 = 16.40, 4.3 A) and E (20 = 17.80, 3.9 A), where peaks D and E are crystalline or
paracrystalline hard domain spacings of the HDI-BDO; a (20 = 15.30, 4.63 A), 13 (20 = 18.60,
3.81 A), and y (20 = 21.00, 3.38 A) correspond, respectively, to the (120), (032), and (024)
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reflections along the fiber axis of a PEO crystallite. As the sample is strained, a weak reflection,
6 (20 = 18.00, 3.94 A), appears at an angle of +350 from the strain direction, and is the (004) PEO
crystal reflection. Peak D (4.3 A) aligns transverse to the stretch direction and corresponds to a
crystalline spacing along the HDI-BDO chain axis. Peak E (3.9 A) adopts a weak four-point
scattering pattern centered at ±400, a consequence of periodic spacings between tilted long axes
of hydrogen-bonded hard domain aggregates. The equatorial scattering peak a (4.57 A), which
becomes more prominent with increased strain, is due to the primary (120) reflection of the PEO
crystallite fiber axis. Another intense peak, 3, is seen at ±67' from the stretch direction at a
spacing of 3.78 A and comes from the (032) PEO crystal reflection. Similarly, the (024) PEO
crystal reflection (y) becomes visible with strain at an angle of +450 from the meridian with a
spacing of 3.32 A. Persistence of the initial hard segment scattering peaks at 250% strain
suggests that complete disruption of the crystalline, hydrogen bonded domains has not occurred
prior to film failure.
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Figure 4.17 2D plots of the corrected synchrotron WAXS data of an in-situ deformed film of PU-
3-33. As the specimen isdeformed, five peaks are seen. D (20 = 16.4', 4.3 A) and E (20 = 17.8', 3.9
A), where peaks D and E are crystalline or paracrystalline hard domain spacings of the HIDI-BDO;
a (20 = 153', 4.63 A), P (20 = 18.60, 3.81 A), and y (20 = 21.0', 3.38 A) correspond to crystalline PEO
reflections, with 6 (20 = 18.00, 3.94 A) being another PEO crystal peak that becomes more
pronounced with strain.
Also of note is the similarity that can be seen between PU-3-33 and the fiber pattern of
PEO, which can be seen below in Figure 4.18. Despite extensibility losses, the PEO-containing
polyurethane demonstrates improved mechanical properties when compared with the
semicrystalline PEO homopolymer. Tensile strengths have shown an improvement from 16 MPa
to 21 MPa without adversely affecting extensibility[ 18].
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Figure 4.18 Comparison of WAXS image of PE04600 PU 
with fiber diagram of crystalline
PEO[19] reveals well-oriented semicrystalline PEO matrix during 
deformation.
4.3.3 In-situ Polarized Optical Microscopy
Structure development during deformation can also be examined 
by employing strain-
controlled polarizing optical microscopy. Figure 4.19 displays 
the development of anisotropy as
films of PEO-containing polyurethanes undergo deformation. 
In PU-1-33, there is little
orientational order prior to deformation, as evidenced by its 
image at 0% strain that shows
essentially no initial color gradient. Only at strains approaching 
100% does the film begin to
display increased anisotropy. Birefringence begins to appear 
at higher strains, an indication of
the strong ordering that occurs within the copolymer PEO-PPO-PEO 
soft segments. PU-2-33, on
the other hand, displays some initial coloration resulting from 
low residual orientation of
crystallites. At low deformations, the orientation of dispersed 
crystallites becomes more
pronounced, evidenced by increasing birefringence intensity 
throughout the stretching process.
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Figure 4.19 In-situ optical microscope images of PU-1-33 (top) and PU-2-33 (bottom) as a
function of strain demonstrates increasing anisotropy by the appearance of color
throughout the deformed specimen.
4.4 Conclusions
Segmented polyurethane elastomers composed of PEO-containing soft segments were
examined in order to investigate their characteristic response to deformation. In-situ experiments
permitted a real-time analysis of the structural rearrangements that took place within the polymer
microstructure. In the copolymer-containing polyurethane, hard domains retain a tilted
conformation up to the machine strain limit of 450%, with only a small fraction of its hard
segments undergoing a re-shuffling process. The moderately-ordered polyurethane, PEO 1000
PU, begins to undergo a tensile deformation of hard segments beginning at strains of 200%, with
it being the primary mode of deformation by a strain of 300%. Typically, this sort of
deformation response corresponds to deteriorated mechanical performance, though this is not
experienced in the current polyurethane, a likely consequence of its dispersed soft segment
crystallites. A highly-crystalline polyurethane such as PE04600 PU demonstrates the
mechanical behavior of a semicrystalline polymer, undergoing yielding and necking processes
prior to failure, unable to fully realize the reinforcing effect of its dispersed hard domains.
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Chapter 5: Segmented Polyurethanes with Cyclic Aliphatic
Diisocyanates
5.1 Introduction
Segmented polyurethanes with a broad range of useful physical and mechanical
properties have been used extensively in a wide variety of applications, including barrier
materials, thermoplastic elastomers, fibers, foams, adhesives, coatings, as well as engineering
thermoplastics[1]. Segmented polyurethanes typically consist of copolymers of solid-like hard
and rubbery soft segments, each with a distribution of sequence lengths. Microphase separation
occurs as a result of thermodynamic incompatibility between these segments. These unique
characteristics give rise to enhanced properties, which depend greatly upon the compositions of
both the hard and soft domains as well as the morphology of these segmented structures. The
types of diisocyanates and chain extenders used in the synthesis of hard segments, and the choice
of polyethers, polyester or polycarbonate based polyols for soft segments and their molecular
weights affect the overall physical and mechanical properties[ 1-9]. The diisocyanate chemistry
has also been shown to play a critical role. Aromatic diisocyanates tend to render the soft
segments of segmented polyurethanes difficult to crystallize after cooling, while aliphatic
counterparts can also hinder the crystallization, but to a lesser extent[ 10]. Polyurethanes made
from aromatic dissocyanates have the advantages of good mechanical properties; however,
aliphatic-based polyurethanes offer excellent outdoor UV and light stability over long-term
service exposure[ 1]. The latter is particularly important when polyurethanes are designed for use
as transparent material systems.
Duffy and co-workers elicited the steric effect of pendant groups in the diol chain
extender on the glass transition, melting temperatures and on the dynamic mechanical properties
of poly(tetramethylene oxide) glycol polyurethanes[4]. Yi and Boyce, in their recent studies,
compared the mechanical deformation of segmented polyurethanes consisting of butanediol
(BDO) and 1,3-dimethyl propanediol (DMPD) as chain extenders[ 11]. DMPD-containing
polyurethanes displayed a lower initial flow stress, yet their stiffness drastically increased from
leathery-like to completely glassy over the strain rate 10-2 - 1 S-1. Strain-rate hardening is also
consistently seen in high strain-rate deformation measured by split Hopkinson-bar compression.
Hsieh et al. also pointed out that molecular influences on the extent of phase mixing had a more
significant effect on the high strain-rate mechanical deformation response than compositional
changes in polyurethane hard segment content[12]. BDO-containing polyurethane specimens
displayed a broad scattering peak typical of segmented polyurethanes; however, incorporation of
DMPD resulted in no observable peak in small-angle x-ray scattering data, which demonstrated
the absence of any consistent average interdomain correlation spacing or electron density
contrast. Hsieh also reported that increased phase mixing yielded higher strain-rate sensitivity
but drastically impeded the material recovery response from fold deformation. The fold-recovery
behavior was shown to correlate well with the apparent crosslink density (ve) estimated from the
rubbery plateau modulus data from DMA. Incorporation of DMPD resulted in a significantly
lower apparent crosslink density, a value that was approximately one-sixth of that calculated for
the corresponding BDO-containing polyurethane samples with comparable hard segment
contents.
In practice, the performance specifications required for segmented polyurethanes are
quite different depending on their target application. For example, material characteristics like
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strain hardening as well as high strain-rate sensitivity can play an important role in the design of
blast protective material systems. Transparent polyurethanes have found increased interest in
both commercial and military applications (Simula, 2006; DuPont 2006). In this work, we have
systematically evaluated a selected set of model polyurethanes based on aliphatic 4,4'-
methylenebis(cyclohexyl isocyanate) (H12MDI) to determine the influence of molecular
structure, hard segment content, and soft segment length on morphology, thermal transition
behavior, mechanical deformation and permeation properties. Microphase morphology is
examined by small-angle X-ray (SAXS) scattering. Thermal transition temperatures and phase
behavior are determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical
analysis. Permeation behavior was investigated by a home-built apparatus created which
conformed to military standard 282 protocol. Mechanical performance was evaluated by tensile
and stress relaxation. Results from these measurements are used to interpret the influence of
phase segregation behavior on both mechanical and barrier performance, and to determine what
synergistic effects, if any, exist between the two.
5.2 Experimental
5.2.1 Materials
All materials were obtained from Aldrich Chemical company. HMDI was used as
received, with the mixture of isomers being 20% trans-trans, 50% cis-trans, and 30% cis-cis.
1,4-butanediol was dried over CaH 2 and distilled over reduced pressure prior to use. Terathane®
(1000 and 2000 g/mol) was dried over reduced pressure at 100 C for 4 hours. 2,2-dimethyl
propane-1,3-diol (DMPD) was used as received. Dibutyl tin dilaurate (DBTDL) catalyst was
used as received.
5.2.2 Polyurethane Synthesis
A two-step bulk polymerization was used to synthesize all materials. The soft segment
was poured onto an excess of isocyanates at 90 C and reacted for 3 hours. The prepolymer
macrodiol was then transferred to a small beaker on a hotplate at 100 C and mechanically mixed.
While the prepolymer was being mixed, chain extender was added via syringe and continuously
stirred until a viscosity was reached where the mixture could no longer be agitated. A five
percent excess of isocyanates was used in the reaction to compensate for reagent impurity.
5.2.3 Polyurethane Film Preparation
Thin film specimens were prepared by dissolving 0.5 g polymer in 50 mL of N,N-
dimethylformamide. Solvent was evaporated slowly by a constant N2 purge of 2 SCFH at 60 oC
in a closed oven and then annealed for 1 hr under vacuum at 60 'C to remove residual solvent
present in the film.
Polymer specimens were also pressed at 170 'C for 5 min, then 60 'C for 3 hours in order
to allow structure equilibration at temperatures that were sufficiently above the soft segment
glass transition while remaining below any hard segment melting regions. This longer term
annealing removed much of the non-equilibrium residual orientation from the polymerization.
5.2.4 Instrumentation
5.2.4.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Thermal phase behavior of the thermoplastic polyurethanes was examined utilizing a TA
Instruments Q1000 differential scanning calorimeter, and was operated at a heating and cooling
rate of 10 oC/min from -90 'C to 200 'C under an inert nitrogen atmosphere. Mechanical
Analyzer and scanned at a heating rate of 10 C/min from -90 'C to 200 'C at a frequency of 1 Hz
to better elucidate the thermal behavior and morphology.
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5.2.4.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
DMA film specimens were cut to a width of -4.84 mm and a gage length of-10 mm.
Test films were investigated with a TA Instruments Q800 series DMA over a temperature range
of -90 'C to 200 'C at a frequency of 1 Hz, a heating rate of 3 °C/min and amplitude of 10 Iim,
corresponding to a strain rate of -. 0 1 s- .
5.2.4.3 Small Angle X-ray Scattering
SAXS measurements were performed using CuKl radiation ( = 1.5418 A) generated
from a Rigaku rotating anode source operated at 40 kV/60 mA, and monochromated by a
pyrolytic graphite crystal. Data were collected using a Molecular Metrology 2D multi-wire area
detector placed -65 cm from the sample. The data were azimuthally averaged and corrected for
air scatter and detector anomalies. The location of the scattering maximum corresponds to the
average periodic spatial resolution between the microdomains, and the average interdomain
spacing 'd' is estimated using the Bragg's law as:
q = 4,g sin0/X = 22nd (b)
where 'q' is the scattering vector, '1' is the wavelength of the incident radiation and '0' is one
half the scattering angle.
5.2.4.4 Tensile Experiments
Uniaxial tensile tests were performed with a computer-controlled Zwick mechanical
tester, Model Z010, using screw-tightened grips (Model No. 8133). The grips had one flat
polyurethane jaw face and one convex aluminum face. The jaw geometry ensured a continuous
line of contact across the specimen thin films and negated slip occurrences. Initial tensile tests
were conducted with a pre-strain of 1 N and at a constant crosshead speed of 50 mm/min, with
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the parallel specimen gauge lengths being -45 mm. All thin film specimens were a rectangular
geometry, approximately 5 mm in width and measuring 120 to 180 jim in thickness.
Thin film specimens in the stress-relaxation tests were deformed at a constant nominal
strain rate of 0.0167s -1 during loading and unloading cycles. The resulting mechanical responses
are reported in terms of engineering stress-strain. Time-dependence of the stress response was
investigated by holding the strain constant during loading and unloading cycles up to a maximum
stretch of h= 3. These load-unload cycles were stretched at a nominal strain rate of 0.0167 s-1
with intermittent 600 second holds at extension ratios of 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.6.
5.2.4.5 Permeation Tests
Mass transfer experiments were performed on a stainless steel permeation cell that was
constructed by Kevin Krogman of the Hammond group and conformed to the military standard
282 protocol (MIL-STD-282) [13]. Film specimens were placed within 1/16 inch thickness by
12/16 inch diameter butyl rubber gaskets, and enclosed between the face of a stainless steel plug
and the base of the permeation cell. The stainless steel plug was bored through to provide a
permeant vapor space of known, constant volume. Also, a small wire grid was attached below
the film specimen to eliminate any residual pressure gradient that existed between the permeant
vapor space and the compressed air sweep stream. A constant dose of condensed phase (40 jIL
of CEES) is implemented as shown in Figure 5.1. As the simulant molecule becomes vapor, the
CEES concentration in the enclosed space remains at its saturation pressure (C - 5000 ppm) for
an prolonged time, until the point at which the source molecule is consumed, indicating test
completion. One face of the sample experiences a known CEES vapor concentration, while the
opposite side below has an ultrapure carrier gas that passes by at a suffiently large flow rate such
that the permeant possesses a negligibly small partial pressure. The configuration results in a
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saturated atmosphere of simulant that provides a mass transfer driving force via concentration
gradient. Contaminant mass flux across the specimen film is calculated by measuring the
concentration in the sweep gas as well as the sweep gas flow rate past the specimen face.
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of apparatus used in permeation experiments, along with a plot of
the typical output seen on the Total Hydrocarbon Analyzer (THA) [131
5.3 Polyurethane Characterization
Analysis of the polyurethanes of interest is broken into three primary categories to
provide a more complete picture of the segregation effects that lead to the demonstrated
mechanical and barrier performance.
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5.3.1 Polyurethane Morphology
Specimen morphology is examined by differential scanning calorimetry, dynamic
mechanical analysis, and small x-ray scattering, which provide three complementary analysis
techniques in order to assess the phase segregation behavior of each particular polyurethane
system.
5.3.1.1 Thermal Behavior
Differential scanning calorimetry provides a picture of the phase segregation behavior.
This includes information on the glass transition and melting temperature, if any, present in the
hard and soft domains. Movement of the low temperature glass transition to higher temperatures
signifies an increased phase mixing of more rigid, higher melting temperature hard domains
within the soft phase. A higher soft segment glass temperature is often connected with a
continuous soft domain matrix that possesses less flexibility. This phase-mixing effect is also
seen in the high temperature hard domain melting transitions, and their movement to lower
temperatures, which signify hard domains that possess more dissolved soft segments, and are,
consequently less pure. Since the series does not display melting transitions upon the second
heating cycle, only the first heating cycle is examined.
Another reason for focusing on the first heating scan is that it provides for a better
comparison to be made between the thermal behavior and the modulus transitions that occur in
thermomechanical testing. A side by side comparison of the two series based on soft segment
molecular weight provides conclusions that are primarily based on increasing hard segment
length and content. Further analysis can be made by employing two different hard segment
concentration calculations, which are shown in Equations 1 and 2 below. The low hard segment
content equation only accounts for isocyanate groups that are directly linked to chain extender,
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while the high hard segment weight percent model looks at total relative weights of reactants,
counting all isocyanate as part of the polyurethane hard domains.
Lbawf5BZv .5i - ,:- U4 (1)
Hgh HS9 -z . (2)
Table 5.1 HMDI polyurethane series hard segment content and composition
Polyurethane Hard Hard Isocyanate Chain Polyol
Segment Segment (Moles) Extender
Wt % Wt % (Moles)
(High) (Low)
321HBT2k 32.6 23.8 HMDI 1,4 BDO Terathane2000
(3) (2) (1)
211HBTlk 38.1 21.8 HMDI 1,4 BDO Terathane1000
(2) (1) (1)
321HBT1k 49.2 35.8 HMDI 1,4 BDO Terathane1000
(3) (2) (1)
321HBT1/2k 39.2 28.6 HMDI 1,4 BDO Terathanel/2000
(3) (2) (1)
321HDT1k 49.9 36.7 HMDI 1,3 DMPD Terathane 1000
(3) (2) (1)
431HBT2k 39.8 31.8 HMDI 1,4 BDO Terathane2000
(4) (3) (1)
211 HBT2k 23.5 13.5 HMDI 1,4 BDO Terathane2000
(2) (1) (1)
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A great deal of valuable information can be gained by interpreting the thermal behavior
according to the soft segment macrodiol used in the synthesis. The influence of chain extender
chemistry is evident in the DSC analysis, as shown in Figure 5.2. The 321 HBT k system
exhibits a soft segment glass transition temperature Tg.s, at about -35 0 C and hard segment
melting endotherms in the regions of 75 'C and 130 oC. The DMPD-containing polyurethane,
321 HDTlk, displays a soft segment glass transition temperature, Tg,s, at 50'C, a significant
increase compared to that of the corresponding 3-2-1-B 1k polyurethane. This increase in Tg,s
indicates that steric effects associated with the pendant methyl groups in DMPD results in an
altered packing of the hard segment regions, thus leading to more extensive phase mixing
between the hard and soft segments. The interpretation of 321 HDTlk as an amorphous polymer
matrix is consistent with the results seen in the SAXS data, which is shown later in this section.
As hard segment length decreases, which occurs when going from 321 HBTlk to 211 HBTlk,
hard segment crystallinity also decreases. Only one primary melting transition is encountered,
which coincides with the low temperature, moderately-ordered hard segments at 75 'C. Finally,
it is demonstrated that the incorporation of a mixed soft segment, such as that of 321 HBT1/2k,
has pronounced consequences on the hard segment crystallinity. The low temperature melting
transition is further suppressed due to the polydispersity effects of having two primary soft
segment chain lengths. Multiple soft segment chain lengths render hard segment crystallization a
much less efficient and robust process due to the larger range of tether distances between
neighboring hard segments, leading to less ordered hard domain structures.
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Figure 5.2 Differential scanning calorimetry traces of the PTMO1000 HMDI polyurethane
series. As hard segment wt% is increased, the prominence of the hard segment melting
transitions increases. Also, incorporation of DMPD as a chain extender completely
eliminates all long-range ordering. The only transition observed is a large glass transition
at 50 OC. No soft segment crystallinity is observed in the 1000 g/mol PTMO soft segment
polyurethanes. All heating and cooling scans were performed at a rate of 10 °C/min
The thermal behavior of the PTMO 2000 soft segment HMDI polyurethane series is
displayed in Figure 5.3. Phase segregation behavior is strongly influenced according to relative
chain lengths, with longer chains resulting in higher X values due to their increased degree of
polymerization. 211 HBT2k, with the lowest hard segment content of 24 wt%, still displays a
hard segment melting transition at 145 'C. Hard domain formation is facilitated both by its large
soft segment weight concentration and increased molecular weight. 211 HBT2k is also the only
polyurethane in this study that possesses soft segment crystallinity, which is demonstrated by the
large melting transition centered at 10 OC. As the hard segment length increases, the soft
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segment crystallinity is immediately suppressed, and a broad hard domain melting transition
appears in 321 HTB2k. The thermal transition values mirror closely those which were reported
by Koijo et al, where the Tg,ss, T,,,ss, Tit, and Tmhs were -69 'C, 15.8 'C, 60 'C, and 153.5 OC,
respectively[14].
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Figure 5.3 Differential scanning calorimetry thermograms of the PTMO2000 HMDI
polyurethane series shows a large soft segment melting transition at the lowest hard
segment wt%. This crystallinity also provides a driving force for the formation of a small
hard segment ordering peak. Upon increasing hard segment wt%, soft segment
crystallinity is no longer observed. All heating and cooling scans were performed at a rate
of 10 0C/min.
5.3.1.2 Thermomechanical Behavior
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) experiments provide further information regarding
phase segregation behavior, along with comparative mechanical properties. Cyclic oscillatory
shear deformation is applied in tension at constant amplitude while film specimens are heated.
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Polymer transition temperatures are investigated by measuring changes that occur in the storage
modulus and loss tangent (also known as tan delta) while being heated at a constant temperature
ramp rate. The phase changes mostly commonly monitored in DMA are the specimen glass
transition and domain melting temperatures.
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Figure 5.4 Dynamic mechanical analysis of PTM1000 HMDI polyurethane series storagelk
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Figure 5.4 Dynamic mechanical analysis of PTMO1000 HMDI polyurethane series storage
modulus (top) and loss tangent (bottom) curves. All BDO chain extended polyurethanes
display multiple relaxation peaks. The DMPD chain-extended polyurethane only shows a
single prominent transition at 50 °C. All tests were performed in tensile mode with a strain
rate of 0.02%s -1.
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Figure 5.4 shows the storage moduli and tan delta (loss tangent) curves for the PTMOlk
polyurethane specimens. Incorporation of the chain extender DMPD has a significant impact on
the storage moduli and tan delta curves in DMA. In comparison to 321 HBT1k, the 321 HDTI k
polyurethane displays a markedly different storage modulus curve. At 70 0 C, the rubbery plateau
modulus for 321 HDTlk is nearly an order of magnitude lower than that of the 321 HBT Ik, but
as the temperature is decreased, its storage modulus rises at a much faster rate and at -35 0 C, it
crosses over 321 HBT1k. By -15 0C, the DMPD specimen has a much higher storage modulus
(1700 vs 800 MPa) compared with 321 HBT1k. This shape change in the storage modulus curve
is caused by a shift that pushes the Tg,s and Tg,h of 321 HDT k towards each other, which results
fiom its extensive phase mixing. The precise Tg,s locations for these model PU materials were
determined from the DMA tan delta data in Figure 5.4. 321 HBT k displays a higher storage
modulus than 211 HBT 1k, an expected occurrence for a polyurethane that contains a higher hard
segment weight percentage, and consequently, a higher crosslink density. Two relaxation peaks
are observed in the tan delta curves; the peak at lower temperature is associated with soft
segment dominated regions, with the second, higher temperature peak being associated soft
segments near the interface of hard domains or associated with phase mixed regions. As a result
of both its low soft segment molecular weight and hard segment ratio, 211 HBT 1k has the largest
percentage of its isocyanate molecules located at the interface of hard segments and soft
segments (16.3 wt % of the polyurethane). 211 HBTlk possesses a higher tan delta peak value,
which corresponds to a lower apparent crosslink density.
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Figure 5.5 Dynamic mechanical analysis of PTMO2000 HMDI polyurethane series storage
modulus (top) and tan delta (bottom) curves. 2000 g/mol PTMO soft segments possess a
low-temperature relaxation at -50 'C relaxation. As hard segment content is increased, the
interphase melting transition moves toward higher temperatures. All tests were performed
in tensile mode at a strain rate of 0.02 s-1%.
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All PTMO2000 HMDI polyurethanes possess a well-defined soft segment rich relaxation
at -50 OC, with a second relaxation peak corresponding to interfacial region melting that becomes
more prominent as with increasing hard segment content. The temperature of this second
transition also moves to higher temperatures with these greater hard segment lengths. At a
constant hard segment ratio, the storage moduli of the 321 HMDI BDO polyurethanes possess
along the following trend: 321 HBT2k << 321 HBT1/2k << 321 HBTlk. In moving from the
lowest to highest storage (elastic) modulus, the hard segment content, and consequently,
crosslink density, increases, yielding stiffer materials. Similarly, the 211 HBT 1k has a higher
storage modulus than 211 HBT2k along the whole temperature spectrum due to both a higher
hard segment content, in addition to its increased interfacial isocyanates that are associated with
PTMO soft segments.
5.3.1.3 Small-Angle X-ray Scattering
Polyurethanes, due to their multi-block structure, frequently display only a single broad
peak in small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). These broad scattering peaks provide insight
related to the periodic spacing of structures within the continuous matrix. Polyurethanes with
longer soft segments (i.e. 2000 g/mol compared to 1000 g/mol) possess larger interdomain
spacings as a result of their increased radii of gyration, as can be seen in Figure 5.6. An
increased peak intensity is demonstrated in 321 HBT2k compared to all of the PTMO 1000
polyurethanes, perhaps due to better interdomain segregation properties originating from the
PTM02000 soft segment chains; however, the intensity at lower q values (larger d-spacings)
does not fall as quickly to the baseline in the 2k series as in the low molecular weight soft
segments. The presence of a branched chain extender in 321 HDTlk suppresses the typical
scattering peak, an expected consequence from previous thermal analysis. Figure 5.6 displays
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that 321 HDT 1k exhibits no discernible scattering peak in the small-angle region. This behavior
suggests no apparent electron density contrast between the hard segment domains and soft
segment regions; thus, incorporation of the branched DMPD chain extender significantly limits
the aggregation of hard segments into larger hard domains. Correspondingly, a lack of any
significant interdomain correlation in the SAXS data suggests extensive phase mixing in 321
HDTlk. Also of note is that the scattering peak occurs at a larger spacing in 321 HBTlk than
211 HBT 1k, which could indicate a larger spacing between the centers of hard segment electron
density as their length increases. 321 HBT1/2k does not display a well-resolved scattering peak
in SAXS, which is a consequence of the polydispersity of interdomain spacings that arise from
its mixed soft segment domains.
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Figure 5.6 Small-angle X-ray Scattering of HMDI Polyurethane series provides insight on
specimen microphase morphologies. The presence of the branched DMPD chain extender
suppresses all long-range hard segment orientation. All BDO chain-extended
polyurethanes display a characteristic broad scattering peak.
5.3.2 Mechanical Behavior
Tensile experiments and loading/unloading stress relaxation experiments provide a
picture of the polymer specimen response to two distinct deformation profiles.
5.3.2.1 Stress-Strain Characterization
Stress-strain experiments in tension served to reinforce conclusions regarding phase
behavior that were made in the preceding morphology section. 321 HTBlk, which has the
highest hard segment content of the butanediol chain-extended polyurethanes, exhibits a higher
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modulus and flow stress compared to both 321 HBT2k and 321 HBT1/2k. As was mentioned
previously, 321 HBT2k has the highest crosslink density of the BDO chain-extended
polyurethanes, leading to a its possessing the highest Young's modulus of the HMDI
polyurethane series. The initial modulus and flow stress values are lower in 321 HBT2k than in
321 HBT1k/2k, due to a lower hard segment content in 3-2-1-B 2k, which is consistent with the
storage modulus data obtained in DMA. A crossover in flow stress as occurs as strain increases
321 HBT2k compared when compared to the same polyurethane, 321 HBT1/2, presumably due
to the onset of strain induced soft segment crystallization in 321 HBT2k. Similar behavior is
seen when the 211 polyurethanes, 211 HBT k and 211 HBT2k, are examined. Initially 211
HBT2k has an extremely low flow stress from its low hard segment concentration (24.5%). As
the polyurethane is stretched, the soft segment domains that form the continuous matrix, begin to
align with increasing deformation and crystallize, which yields greatly increased stresses within
the specimen. Minimal strain-hardening is seen in the PTMO 1000 polyurethanes aside from 321
HDTlk, which, due to its amorphous nature is able to orient at low deformation rates. 321
HBT1/2k engages in strain hardening, most likely because of its longer soft segments within the
continuous region that align with increasing strain.
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Figure 5.7 Stress-strain experiments of PTMO1000 (top) and PTMO2000 (bottom) HMDI
series polyurethanes. The DMPD chain-extended polyurethane strain-hardens at
extensions above 200%. Both 2000 g/mol PTMO polyurethanes strain harden at
deformations between 200 and 300%. All tensile specimens were deformed at a rate of
100% Lo/min.
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Table 5.2 Mechanical property comparison of HMDI series polyurethanes
Polyurethane Young's Modulus Stress at Stress at
(MPa) 20% Strain 200% Strain
(MPa) (MPa)
211 HBTlk 19.2 2.2 7.5
321HBT1k 105.6 5.6 16.9
321 HDTlk 86.5 3.2 14.5
321 HBT1/2k 38.4 2.9 9.4
211 HBT2k 8.9 1.2 3.9
321 HBT2k 27.4 2.5 12.7
5.3.2.2 Stress-Relaxation Behavior
Stress relaxation experiments in tension were performed at increasing nominal strains,
followed by unloading, at constant nominal strain rates, with a similar. Figure 5.8 displays the
strain profile, stress response as a function of time, and the stress-strain profiles for the
polyurethanes. Much of the stress relaxation takes place within the first sixty seconds of the
strain hold. During the loading processes, stress decreases as the strain is held at a constant
value while during unloading, specimen stress increases. It is important to recognize that no
hold was performed when the specimen was deformed to a nominal strain of 2.0 before
unloading. As a result, some of the stress recovery during unloading processes is covered up due
to material relaxation that continues to propagate. Specimen stress-relaxation displays a greater
relative intensity than stress-recovery as a consequence of chain orientation and matrix damage
that take place during loading processes.
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Figure 5.8 Strain profile, stress-strain responses, and the stress response versus time for
the HMDI polyurethane series. Polyurethanes were held at intermediate strains for 600 s.
All held strains were approached at a strain rate of 100% Lo/min.
Thermoplastic elastomers typically possess two primary relaxation mechanisms, which
leads to the presence of two characteristic relaxation times. The stress-relaxation data alone is
unable to provide a means to distinguish segmental mixing effects without a more in-depth
analysis. At each strain, the experimental stress-relaxation behavior was fit to the equation
shown below, which corresponds to the theological model depicted in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9 Rheological model of the polyurethane response to deformation (left) and a
representative stress relaxation curve with the model fit curve (right), adapted from[15]
Where the stretch ratio, X, is equal to 1 + &, with & corresponding to the engineering strain
applied to the film specimen.
Upon fitting the relaxation data for the HMDI polyurethane series at loading stretches of
1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.6, the calculated moduli and time constants were plotted as a
function of the applied stretch ratio. The time constants, T1 and T2, can be found below in Figure
5.10. The two characteristic relaxation times correspond to the relaxation of the primary regions
in the polyurethanes, with the long time constant being representative of hard domains and the
short time constant to soft segment relaxation. In general, the longer hard segment relaxation
times display little sensitivity to the stretch ratio applied (T2 - 200 seconds) with the exception of
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the DMPD-containing polyurethane. As the film is loaded, there is a consistent time constant
increase, which may be partly due to the amorphous matrix polymer morpohology. Upon each
successive strain-relaxation cycle, the matrix suffers an increased amount of irreversible
deformation, which is confirmed by its extremely low recovery behavior on the unloading cycle.
Behavior of this sort may correspond to dispersed hard segments that are unable to return to a
completely random conformation during the relaxation time. The relatively constant L2 hard
segment relaxation values for the remainder of the polyurethanes is connected to a morphology
where hard domains continually rotate during loading cycles, but do not experience significant
geometry change. On the other hand, 11 soft segment relaxation times indicate that soft segment
chains, while being stretched, become oriented and suffer irreversible matrix damage. Higher
soft segment relaxation times translate to slower relaxation processes, with both of the previously
mentioned chain deformations being responsible. In general, higher hard segment polyurethane
stoichiometries yield faster relaxation times; the most likely explanation comes from the higher
relative crosslink ratio present in the materials.
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Figure 5.10 Long (top) and short (bottom) stress relaxation time constants of HMDI
polyurethane series. In general, the long relaxation time T2 remains approximately
constant, independent of strain. The short, soft segment relaxation time, Ti, on the other
hand, is shown to increase linearly with applied strain.
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5.3.3 Permeation Behavior
Mass transfer experiments were conducted to evaluate the compositional effects on the
barrier properties of thin polyurethane films. Permeant breakthrough analysis provided an initial
estimate of diffusivity, spanning breakthrough times that ranged from 8 minutes to 56 minutes.
As a rule, small molecule breakthrough occurred at the shortest times whenever the longer
PTMO2000 soft segments were present, and increased as hard segment content grew. A similar
trend was seen for shorter soft segment systems, though the shortest permeant film penetration
took twice as long (16 minutes).
Barbari et al demonstrated that polar acetonitrile molecules had a greatly decreased
effective diffusion coefficient in HMDI hard segment based polyurethanes as trans-trans content
increased at a constant hard segment weight content[ 16, 17]. This phenomenon was explained
via a salvation mechanism whereby the penetrant molecules competed with other hard segments
to hydrogen bond with the NH groups along the chains, thus slowing molecular transport across
the polyurethane film specimens. When the trans-trans HMDI fraction increased (while wt%
remained constant), relative hard segment volume fraction increased as a result of larger hard
domain aggregate formations. Diffusion of molecules through membranes has been shown to be
almost solely a tortuosity effect, which is governed by hard segment volume fraction[ 18].
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Table 5.3 Permeability results and hard segment weight contents for HMDI polyurethane
series
Polyurethane Permeability Diffusivity Solubility Breakthrough High Low
(g/cm*s) (cm 2/s) (g/cm 3) time HS HS
(min) (wt%) (wt%)
321 HBT1k 8.13E-07 6.05E-09 134.3 29 49.2 35.8
211 HBT1k 9.62E-07 8.55E-09 112.5 16 38.1 21.8
321 HBT1/2k 1.05E-06 1.04E-08 100.9 11.5 39.2 28.6
321 HDTlk 8.28E-07 5.74E-09 144.3 56 49.9 36.7
211 HBT2k 1.382E-06 2.27E-08 81.2 6 23.5 13.5
321 HBT2k 1.32E-06 1.46E-08 90.6 8 32.6 23.8
431 HBT2k 1.06E-06 1.05E-08 101.5 10 39.8 31.9
PTMO 1000 soft segments are more compatible with hard segments, yielding a greater
fraction solubilized within the soft matrix and stiffening it. In previous experiments, polar
molecules have shown much lower diffusivities within these stiffer (and more highly
crosslinked) matrices[ 16, 17]. Polar molecules such as the simulant CEES have a much stronger
affinity for urethane groups than for polyether soft segments. Diffusion of permeant through the
matrix is retarded due to its attractive polyurethane matrix interaction. Figure 5.12 provides a
picture of the interaction of polar permeating molecule with polar urethane linkage. There are
very pronounced trends in permeability associated with soft segment identity. All PTMO 1000-
containing polyurethanes display lower permeabilities than those with the higher molecular
weight PTMO2000 soft segments. Higher hard segment concentration in the continuous soft
segment matrix provides a better architectural barrier, but also tends to increase permeant
solubility. As a result, these higher relative penetrant solubilities give slightly lower
permeability variations compared to those seen in diffusivities.
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Figure 5.11 Diffusion of polar permeant molecule through polyurethane matrix in well-
mixed (top) and well-segregated (bottom) morphologies at comparable hard segment
concentration, adapted from [17]
5.4 Conclusions
A series of cyclic, aliphatic diisocyanate polyurethanes were created to examine the
effects that composition and chemistry have on morphological, mechanical, and barrier
properties. In DSC analysis, polyurethanes containing shorter soft segment lengths displayed
more interdomain phase-mixing, depressing hard segment melting temperatures and associated
enthalpies. Incorporation of the branched DMPD chain extender eliminated all melting peaks
related to a microphase segregated morphology, displaying only a pronounced glass transition at
50 'C. Longer PTMO2000 soft segments were able to crystallize in the polyurethanes containing
low hard segment contents, displaying a prominent melting peak, which in turn provided
adequate driving force to form a small quantity of ordered hard segment aggregates. Dynamic
mechanical analysis results, with a particular emphasis on the loss tangent, were used to further
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probe the specimen phase segregation. Shorter PTMO 1000 soft segment polyurethanes
possessed multiple relaxation peaks that corresponded to soft segment-rich (low temperature)
and hard segment-rich domains (high temperature). As the hard segment content or phase-
mixing increased, the latter transition tended toward higher temperatures. Longer PTMO2000
soft segment polyurethanes, similarly, display two primary relaxations. Polyurethanes of this
variety all possess a characteristic soft segment relaxation at - 50 'C that is largely a result of
their effective hard segment chain exlusion. As hard segment content increases, the second
transition moves toward higher temperatures, indicating a better hard segment organization.
SAXS measurements provided information about the relative domain structure of HMDI-
containing polyurethanes. All of the polyurethanes except the DMPD polyurethane
demonstrated a characteristic, broad scattering peak maximum.
Mechanical tests provided information regarding the relative matrix stiffness of the
polyurethanes. Initial moduli scaled closely with the hard segment content, with the BDO chain-
extended 321 HBTlk polyurethane displaying the highest value. Even though the DMPD chain-
extended polyurethane possessed the highest calculated hard segment percentage, its lack of
well-organized hard domains reduced the effective matrix crosslinking value. Also of note is the
strain hardening seen in several of the polyurethanes. PTMO2000 soft segment polyurethanes
began to strain-harden by extensions of 200%, which resulted from the onset of increased soft
segment orientation and possible strain-crystallization. The DMPD polyurethane strain-hardened
due to orientation that occurred within the amorphous matrix as it was deformed. Stress-
relaxation experiments provided a picture of the relative time scales over which the relevant
polyurethanes reduced stress. In general, hard segment relaxation was insensitive to the applied
stretch ratio and occurred at times near 200 seconds. DMPD, with its well-dispersed structure,
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experienced increasing hard segment orientation during loading cycles, which in turn led to
rising time constants. Soft segments possess significantly more mobility than hard segments,
and are expected to display more strain sensitivity. As the extension ratio increases, soft
segments orient and suffer some irreversible matrix damage; both processes yield larger
relaxation times and are seen for all series polyurethanes.
Permeation experiments were employed to evaluate the relative series barrier properties.
Two primary variables had a significant impact on specimen mass transfer properties: soft
segment length and hard segment content. All PTMO2000 polyurethanes provided less barrier
resistance than the shorter PTMO 1000 soft segment materials. This is seen to be largely a result
of the distance between tethers, with longer tethers providing an easier diffusion path through the
polyurethane thin films. Hard segment content also played a prominent role in small molecule
permeant behavior. As the rigid hard segment content rose, tortuosity and, hence, mass transfer
was significantly slowed. It is also postulated that the well-dispersed DMPD polyurethane,
despite its amorphous morphology, provided good barrier characteristics that resulted from its
well-dispersed hard segments, which were then allowed to participate in favorable binding
interactions with the polar permeant via its urethane groups.
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Chapter 6: Polyurethane/Clay Nanocomposites
6.1 Introduction
Segmented polyurethanes have demonstrated improved mechanical properties upon
incorporation of nanoparticles[1-4]. The mechanical property enhancement seen is strongly
dependent on the filler's surface to volume ratio, a property determined primarily by its extent of
dispersion. In these polymer-clay nanocomposites, four structures may be encountered, all of
which are thermodynamically stable depending on system variables[2]. In Figure 6.1 (a), clay
platelets are miscible in the polymer matrix but maintains a constant interlayer spacing. As
interactions between the polymer and clay become more favorable, polymer chains begin to
penetrate these layers, resulting in the intercalated structure shown in Figure 6.1(b). Because the
layer spacing periodicity is not completely disrupted, WAXD still results in scattering peaks,
though they are located at gallery spacings larger than those in the neat particle state[3, 4].
Finally, two classes of exfoliated particles are shown in Figures 6.1(c) and (d). The clay platelets
are completely separated for both situations and interparticle distances are solely a function of
clay nanoparticle concentration; the primary distinction between the two situations is that the
ordered exfoliated state is detectable via WAXS, while the disordered exfoliated state does not
show any correlation. In the exfoliated state, the clay particle surface to volume ratio is
maximized, providing the best opportunity for mechanical property enhancement. The majority
of polyurethane nanocomposites express a combination or both the exfoliated and intercalated
classes of particle integration[5]. Nanocomposite morphology is most frequently obtained by
either WAXD or TEM.
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a) miscible b) intercalated
c) ordered exfoliated d) disordered exfoliated
Figure 6.1 Description of states of dispersion present in polymer nanocomposites.
Exfoliated morphologies have been shown to provide the greatest reinforcement by
utilizing the surface to volume ratio of the layered silicates most effectively.
Incorporation of synthetic layered silicates such as Laponite into polyurethanes
containing polar blocks has proved capable of providing material property enhancement due to
its hydrophilic character. In contrast to many other efforts at clay nanoparticle dispersion,
McKinley and co-workers have employed a new solvent-exchange method able to produce
exfoliated and/or incalated polyurethane nanocomposite morphologies[6]. Liff et al. recently
reported on the exfoliated state of Laponite nanoparticles in Elasthane, a segmented
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thermoplastic polyurethane containing PTMO soft segments and MDI-BDO hard segments at a
concentration of 40 wt%[l]. These nanocomposites, at a 20 wt% Laponite loading,
demonstrated a 23-fold initial modulus increase and a 4-fold toughness increase at 30% strain
while avoiding decreases in extensibility and tensile strength. Exfoliation of Laponite within the
polyurethane matrix was observed in both TEM and WAXD. The polyurethane nanocomposite
showed an improved heat distortion temperature with disrupted hard domain melting peaks,
evidence that the clay discs were primarily associated with the polymer hard domains. The
dispersion of Laponite into PEO and PEO-PPO-PEO soft segment-containing HDI-BDO
polyurethanes was also subject of another study[7]. Dispersed Laponite nanoparticles produced
a mixture of intercalated and exfoliated structures in TEM and WAXD. Unfortunately, the
polyurethane nanocomposites displayed deteriorated mechanical characteristics; hybrid materials
showed a three-fold tensile strength reduction and a five-fold extensibility decrease. Tensile
property decreases were due to the preferential affinity of Laponite platelets and the PEO-
containing soft segments; this interaction had the tendency to limit soft segment mobility in the
polyurethane matrix. Also, a HDI-BDO-PTMO polyurethane/Laponite nanocomposite showed
improved tensile strength and modulus without sacrificing extensibility[8]. TEM images and
WAXD scattering profiles showed a morphology that was predominantly exfoliated (and the
balance intercalated). Thermal characterization supported a structure where Laponite platelets
were predominantly affiliated with its HDI-BDO hard segments. The mechanical property
enhancement thus originates from a hard domain reinforcement, resulting in an improved
network structure that does not hinder soft segment chain mobility.
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6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 Materials
Two polyurethanes from the transparent polyurethane series, 321 HBT1k and 321
HDT1k, were the polyurethane elastomers employed in this study. The pure polyurethane
morphologies and mechanical properties were discussed in Chapter 5. Laponite RD was
obtained from Southern Clay Products. Dimethylformamide (DMF) was ordered from Sigma-
Aldrich and used as received.
6.2.2 Solvent Exchange Method and Film Casting
A recently patented approach was use to incorporate dispersed Laponite into the
polyurethane systems. Initially, Laponite was dispersed in deionized water at a concentration of
lg/100mL by stirring the mixture at room temperature for 24 hours. After sufficient mixing,
100-200 g of DMF were added and the mixture was stirred for another day. Water within the
Laponite/water/DMF dispersion was removed by vacuum distillation at 75 OC. Water removal
was monitored by mass decrease of the dispersion; the vacuum distillation was ceased when the
loss of solution mass surpassed that of the water initially added. All water within the solution
must be removed in this step because of the strong binding that occurs between water and
Laponite.
The polyurethane was then dissolved in the Laponite/DMF mixture, concentrated at 1.5
wt%; finally, the Laponite/DMF dispersion was then adjusted to achieve the desired loadings of
15 wt%. The dissolved polyurethane solutions were then cast into Teflon molds described in
Chapter 3. Film casting was achieved by slowly evaporating DMF in an oven at 60 oC at a
constant N2 purge of 1 SCFH. After drying was completed, thin polyurethane nanocomposite
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films (- 80-100 pm) were obtained. Figure 6.2 shows a schematic of the solvent exchange
process.
Clay
Solvent A Solvent B A+ B A B
Polymer
Drying
Figure 6.2 Description of Solvent Exchange process used to create polyurethane
nanocomposites[1]. Well-exfoliated polyurethane systems have displayed drastic increases
in toughness and tensile strength without sacrificing extensibility.
6.2.3 Instrumentation
6.2.3.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Thermal phase behavior was investigated with a TA instruments Q1000 Differential
Scanning Calorimeter (DSC), operating at a heating rate of 10 °C/min while under a 50 mL/min
nitrogen purge. Polyurethane thin films were exposed to heating and cooling cycles ranging
from -90 to 200 OC. Thermal transitions were determined from the first heating and cooling
cycles, which aided in describing the cast film phase behavior, by a linear extrapolation method
for Tm and midpoint inflection for Tg.
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6.2.3.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) experiments were conducted on a TA Instruments
Q800 DMA equipped with a film/fiber clamp, operating at a frequency of 1 Hz, amplitude of 15
lm, and at a heating rate of 3 "C/min from -90 to 200 oC.
6.2.3.3 Tensile Testing
Polyurethane tensile properties were examined using a Zwick/Roell Z010 with a 500 N
load cell equipped with convex jaw grips. The films were deformed at a crosshead speed of 50
mm/min. A minimum of three tests were run in order to perform statistical analysis.
6.2.3.4 Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering
The extent of clay dispersion in the polyurethane nanocomposites was probed using...
At the CHESS GI beamline, X = 1.23 A, the beam was collimated to a horizontal divergence of 1
mrad via the wiggler 'K' factor and horizontal-focusing optics. This natural collimation was
supplemented by use of two 1 mm slits and a third, which functioned as a guard slit. A
MedOptics CCD detector was used to measure the scattered radiation, with pixel size 47.19
pm/pixel and size 1024 x 1024 pixels. The 2D scattering data was then converted to 1D via the
following relationship by integrating the intensity over all values of q:
2d sin (0)
q=
6.2.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Ultrathin sections (-60 nm in thickness) of the polymer-clay nanocomposite film samples
were obtained using a Leica ultramicrotome equipped with a Diatome diamond knife at a
knife/sample temperature of -1000C. The sections were collected dry and deposited onto copper
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grids. TEM examination of the unstained sections was performed on a JEOL 2011 High
Contrast Digital TEM operating at 200 kV.
6.3 Mechanical Behavior
Thin films of both the 321 HBT1k and 321 HDT1k with 0 wt% and 15 wt% Laponite
clay incorporation were created via slow solvent evaporation of solutions containing DMF.
Stress-strain curves that are representative of the butanediol and DMPD chain-extended
specimen deformation response are depicted in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively; their relevant
tensile properties are listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Listed uncertainties are the result of the
standard deviations from three film specimens for each candidate. Laponite is expected to have a
stronger affinity for hard segments as a result of their higher density of urethane linkages.
Unlike elasthane-containing laponite nanocomposite films, 321 HBT1k displays only an increase
in Young's modulus while experiencing large decreases in tensile strength, toughness, and
extensibility. This mechanical response to deformation is attributed to the onset of hard segment
interconnectivity within the continuous matrix as a result of nanoparticle affinity for the polar
hard domains, thus increasing their overall volume fraction. Other aliphatic hard segment
polyurethane systems have demonstrated both an enhancement and deterioration of mechanical
properties, which was primarily attributed to the relative soft segment hydrophobicity. PEO-
containing soft segment systems experienced drastic reductions in mechanical properties due to
intercalation of the clay platelets[7]. More hydrophobic PTMO soft segments demonstrated
enhanced material properties as a result of less favorable soft segment-clay interactions[8].
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of the stress-strain behavior of 321 HMDI BDO Terlk
polyurethane with and without 15 wt% Laponite loaded. Extensibility losses are associated
with the formation of an interconnected matrix. Tests were performed at a rate of 100%
Lo/min.
Table 6.1 Tensile properties of 321 HMDI BDO Terlk polyurethane with and without 15
wt% Laponite loaded
Polyurethane Young's Modulus Tensile Strength Extensibility Toughness
(MPa) (MPa) (%) (MJ/m3 )
321 HBTlk 0 182 41.4 ± 1.2 301 - 36 58.3 ± 8.3
wt% Lap
321 HBTlk 15 723 15.4 ± 2.6 31.8 - 11.3 4.5 + 1.6
wt% Lap
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321 HDT1k also experiences an extensibility reduction upon the addition of Laponite,
though not to the same relative amount as the butanediol system. Tensile modulus and tensile
strength decrease, though there is a large increase in Young's modulus without significant losses
in toughness. It is postulated that the amorphous polyurethane matrix in 321 HDT 1k is
reinforced by Laponite without significant detriment to specimen extensibility and toughness,
which would indicate Laponite platelets acting as small crosslinking regions, thus providing the
pronounced increase in elastic modulus without severe consequences on failure strains.
Amorphous polyurethane microstructure allows laponite nanoparticles to act as a reinforcing
filler; however, due to the rigidity of the nanofiller, there are some extensibility losses. Addition
of laponite does not display the same extent of soft segment chain restriction as a result of a lack
of defined microdomains.
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of the stress-strain behavior of 321 HMDI DMPD Terlk
polyurethane with and without 15 wt% Laponite loaded. Minimal extensibility losses
imply that dispersed silicates act as reinforcing fillers to improve both Young's Modulus
and toughness. Tests were performed at a rate of 100% Lo/min.
Table 6.2 Tensile properties of 321 HMDI DMPD Terik polyurethane with and without 15
wt% Laponite loaded
Polyurethane Young's Modulus Tensile Strength Extensibility Toughness
(MPa) (MPa) (%) (MJ/m 3)
321 HDT1k 0 44 19.4 L 3.1 296 ± 19 23.9 ± 5.5
wt% Lap
321 HDTlk 15 464 17.9 ± 1.1 214 ±7 27.2 - 2.5
wt% Lap
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Polyurethane dynamic mechanical properties were also investigated. Figures 6.5 and 6.6
display the storage modulus, loss modulus, and tan delta curves for both the loaded and unloaded
the polyurethane nanocomposite thin films of 321 HBTlk and 321 HDTlk. In both systems,
increases are evident in the polymer plateau moduli as well as in their heat distortion
temperatures, which increase from 130 'C and 70 'C to greater than 200 'C, respectively. The
heat distortion temperature is defined as the temperature where the storage modulus drops below
8 MPa. 321 HBT1k, unlike the DMPD polyurethane, also displays a 60% increase in storage
modulus at -90 C, evidence of there being some laponite platelets impinging on the PTMO soft
segment chains, thus restricting their chain mobility. At lower temperatures, there are very
different effects seen in the Loss modulus and tan delta curves. 321 HBT1k displays increases in
the overall loss modulus value, but does not experience transitions of same order of magnitude in
the nanoparticle-incorporated system. Similarly, transitions in tan delta are greatly suppressed
upon laponite addition, leading to the enhancements of heat distortion temperature seen in the
storage modulus.
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Figure 6.5 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of 321 HMDI BDO Ter1k polyurethane
nanocomposites. Incorporation of layered silicates significantly improves heat distortion
temperature. Also, specimen rigidity drastically increases, thus reducing overall
extensibility. Tests were performed in tension at a rate of 0.2%s-1.
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Figure 6.6 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis of 321 HMDI DMPD Ter1k polyurethane
nanocomposites. Incorporation of layered silicates significantly improves heat distortion
temperature. Also, specimen rigidity does not change significantly over common test
temperatures of neat and loaded polyurethanes. Tests were performed in tension at a rate
of 0.2%s -1.
321 HDTlk demonstrates little change in storage modulus at low temperatures, but
possesses a vast enhancement of thermal stability upon addition of Laponite, shown by the
movement of the heat distortion temperature to a value that is more than 100 "C greater than
what is shown in the neat polyurethane. Little difference is seen in the loss modulus at low
temperatures when compared to the neat polyurethane; however, at temperatures greater than 50
"C, the loss modulus curve shape closely tracks that of the storage modulus. Tan delta
experiences a significant decrease upon laponite incorporation, a response that indicates a greatly
enhanced thermal stability and higher continuous matrix crosslink density.
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6.4 Morphological Behavior
Mechanical property enhancements seen in polymer nanocomposites are a direct result of
how the nanoparticles are dispersed throughout the matrix. A fully exfoliated nanoparticle
morphology yields the largest dispersed nanoparticle surface to volume ratio. Consequently, this
enhanced interaction between the clay platelets and the polymer matrix has shown the greatest
improvements in mechanical performance. It is therefore critical to examine the nanoparticle
association with the polyurethane matrix in order to understand the consequences on mechanical
performance. Two of the most frequently-used analysis methods are TEM and WAXS.
TEM images of the 321 HBT1k and 321 HDT1k/Laponite composites can be seen in
images 6.7 and 6.8, respectively. In both images, the clay platelets display morphologies that are
nearly uniformly exfoliated. There are no discernible regions where the nanoparticle clays
appear to be in small intercalated stacks. In order to fully confirm these findings, WAXS is used
to confirm that the clay stacks do not possess their initial periodic crystal spacings, thus
confirming a well-dispersed clay structure within the polyurethane matrix.
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Figure 6.7 Transmission Electron Micrograph Image of 321 HMDI BDO Terlk with a
loading of 15 wt% Laponite shows a well-exfoliated silicate morphology.
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Figure 6.8. Transmission Electron Micrograph of 321 HMDI DMPD Terik with a loading
of 15 wt% Laponite shows a well-exfoliated silicate morphology.
The WAXS patterns of both the loaded and unloaded 321 HBT1k and 321 HDTlk
polyurethanes are shown in Figures 6.9a and 6,9b, respectively. To better clarify peak
assignments, undispersed Laponite crystal scattering patterns are included. In examining the
scattering patterns of both nanocomposites and the laponite crystal patterns, a clear conclusion is
that the Laponite becomes dispersed in such a fashion that it loses all of its highly ordered crystal
structure by virtue of the disappearance of its primary reflections. When comparing the two
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polyurethane wide-angle scattering patterns, the only differences that are seen in the two is the
larger peak intensity at q-. 15 nm -' (4.2 A) in 321 HBTlk, along with a small peak at 6.3 A,
which may coincide with a lower order reflection of the undispersed Laponite crystals or perhaps
the beginning of an interconnected polymer matrix.
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Figure 6.9 Wide-angle X-ray Scattering of BDO (top) and DMPD chain-extended HMDI
Polyurethanes shows little change upon incorporation of Laponite clays.
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6.5 Conclusions
Both HMDI-BDO-PTMO and HMDI-DMPD-PTMO polyurethane/Laponite
nanocomposites were created by utilizing a novel solvent exchange process, an attempt to
enhance the mechanical performance of the polyurethane materials and to investigate the
location of nanoparticle association. The BDO-chain extended polyurethane demonstrated an
increased intial modulus, but at the expense of losing nearly all of its original extensibility,
toughness, and tensile strength. As a result of its already high hard segment content and phase
segregated hard domains, extension losses were attributed to the formation of an interconnected
matrix that arises from clay platelets penetrating into the soft segment matrix. Stiffening of the
soft domains in DMA indicated that, in addition to plateau modulus increases, the layered
silicates were affecting soft segment mobility. On the other hand, the DMPD chain extended
system, the extensibility decreased, but increases in initial modulus helped maintain toughness
and tensile strength of the polyurethane. DMA of the nanocomposite displayed a greatly
enhanced plateau modulus, though without any noticeable soft segment mobility effects. A
possible system is one where the clay platelets reinforce the amorphous polymer matrix by
creating quasi-crosslinking, thus toughening the material without total extensibility losses. TEM
and WAXS experiments confirmed well-dispersed clay morphologies, evidenced by the
disappearance of the Laponite peaks corresponding to its largest crystalline spacing; however,
the BDO Laponite nanocomposite system did present peaks that were common to that of the neat
clay platelets, implying the beginning of oriented platelet formation.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Directions
7.1 Summary
The preceding thesis has examined the role played by soft segment effects in
biologically-inspired polyurethane systems. Hierarchical structures present in spider silk impart
a tough yet extensible character to the material matrix. Silk-like polyurethanes were created to
probe this effect. In the other half of this thesis, soft segment effects were investigated by
incorporating hard segment components that had a greater tendency to solubilize within soft
domains, thus altering their structure.
Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-containing polyurethanes were synthesized with three
different extents of soft segment ordering. Copolymer Pluronic soft segments, with a
poly(propylene oxide) mid-block, disrupt the regular PEO chain structure, thus limiting the
ability of PEO soft segments to hydrogen bond with polar hard segment groups in the segmented
polyurethane elastomers. As a result, these elastomers demonstrated well-defined hard segment
hard segment domains. Moderately-ordered soft segment polyurethanes displayed less phase
segregation because of interdomain hydrogen bonding that increased hard domain compatibility.
The PEO polyurethane that possessed the most crystallinity had enhanced phase segregation
behavior arise due to extensive soft segment ordering that effectively diminished interdomain
hard segment hydrogen bonding. AFM was used to further investigate this morphological
behavior, with the more phase segregated systems demonstrating better interdomain resolution.
Usually, a well-defined polyurethane morphology yields the best mechanical properties, but
tensile experiments on the highly crystalline PEO polyurethane gave a picture of a
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semicrystalline material with large extents of plastic deformation at low strains. The
polyurethane without soft segment crystallinity displayed both the good extensibility and
toughness that are associated with segregated polyurethanes. Surprisingly, the moderately
crystalline PEO polyurethane displayed enhanced mechanical performance despite its less-
developed microstructure. Improvements in mechanical performance arose from dispersed soft
segment crystallites that had a melting transition that was near room temperature, allowing the
formation of reversible crystallites.
Polyurethane deformation was examined by in-situ SAXS and WAXS. Initially, all
polyurethane thin films displayed isotropic scattering patterns. HDI-BDO hard segments of the
copolymer Pluronic polyurethane film, upon deformation, adopted a tilted arrangement of± 300
from the deformation direction that remained until failure. This sort of deformation response
indicates that large-scale hard domain rupture did not occur. The moderately crystalline PEO
soft segment polyurethane expressed a much different strain behavior. At strains of 100%,
meridional scattering appeared, coinciding with the beginning of hard segment reorganization.
By the time strain reached 300%, virtually none of the initial tilted hard domain structures
remained, although equatorial streaks appeared which indicated oriented nanofibril formation of
the soft segments. Highly oriented soft segment chains are most likely responsible for the strain-
hardening that is seen in mechanical characterization of this particular polyurethane system. The
segmented polyurethane that possessed highly crystalline soft segments did not engage in large-
scale hard domain structural rearrangements, a consequence of the rigid matrix formed by the
highly crystalline PEO.
A series of cyclic aliphatic polyurethanes were created to investigate the compositional
and chemical effects on morphological, mechanical, and barrier properties. DSC experiments
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revealed that polyurethanes with shorter soft segments showed a greater compatibility between
hard and soft segments, thus reducing the phase segregation of the polymer systems. Also,
incorporation of the branched DMPD chain extender suppressed all soft and hard domain
melting transitions. At the lowest hard segment content, PTMO2000 polyurethanes showed both
a soft segment melting peak and a hard segment melting transition due to an enhanced soft
segment segregation driving force. Dynamic mechanical analysis experiments yielded further
information regarding phase morphology. PTMO 1000 polyurethanes displayed multiple
relaxation peaks in tan delta. As hard segment content increased, the hard segment melting
transition shifted to higher temperatures while the low temperature soft segment peaks became
less prominent. In PTMO 2000 polyurethanes, the soft segment-rich transition occurred at -50
C, indicating a greater soft segment phase. SAXS experiments gave further information on
extent of microphase segregation and the relative interdomain spacing. All HMDI polyurethanes
except for the DMPD polyurethane had a characteristic broad scattering peak maximum, thus
confirming the amorphous matrix structure of polyurethanes containing the branched chain
extender. Longer PTMO2000 soft segment polyurethanes had greater domain spacings due to
their greater tether lengths between hard segments. Tensile stress-strain tests of the
polyurethanes were used to evaluate how phase segregation affected mechanical performance.
Strain-hardening was seen in both PTMO2000 polyurethane and DMPD chain-extended systems.
Longer PTMO soft segments capable of greater orientation and crystallization provided the stress
increases, while the DMPD polyurethane experienced greater extents of amorphous matrix
orientation to display these similar increases. Permeation of the thin polyurethane films provided
thin film barrier performance characteristics. Permeability was observed to depend on two
factors: soft segment length and hard segment content. PTMO2000 soft segment systems
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displayed greater permeabilities, which resulted from the larger spacing between more rigid,
neighboring hard domains. Barrier properties improved significantly as hard segment content
(and volume) increased, providing more opportunities for the polar hard segments to bind with
the polar permeant molecules.
Polyurethane/Laponite nanocomposites of the HMDI series were created by a novel
solvent exchange process to enhance their mechanical properties. In the DMPD chain-extended
polymer system, improvements were seen in all mechanical performance categories, except for a
slight decrease in strain to failure. Toughness and initial modulus both improved upon Laponite
incorporation. Dispersed clay platelets modestly restricted soft segment mobility while
providing further crosslinking behavior within the amorphous matrix. Exfoliation of Laponite
clay platelets was seen in both TEM and WAXS analysis, providing further evidence of their
effective dispersion. Mechanical properties of the BDO chain-extended polyurethane were
greatly diminished. The only property improvement seen was in the initial modulus. Soft
segment mobility was significantly reduced, as seen in the decreasing intensity of their DMA U.
relaxation peak at low temperatures. Exfoliation of the Laponite particles was seen in TEM, and
WAXS showed the absence of any large crystalline Laponite aggregation peaks. It is postulated
that by incorporating Laponite, an interconnected polyurethane matrix was created, thus creating
nanocomposites with significantly diminished material extensibilities.
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7.2 Future Directions
7.2.1 Polyurethanes with Rigid Molecular Units
It is desired to incorporate rigid nanofillers such as triptycene or polyhedral
oligosilsesquioxanes (POSS) by covalent means. When rigid units are directly incorporated into
the main chain, better nanoparticle dispersion is possible than by mechanical mixing alone.
These chemically attached particles are capable of enhancing the system mechanical properties
by providing another load-bearing domain in the elastomeric species. A major disadvantage
often experienced with layered silicates is the difficulty of dispersion due to matrix-silicate
incompatibility. POSS particles are available with various functional groups on one or more of
their ends, which makes it possible to use chemistry to anchor them to a polymer backbone.
Currently, it is uncertain how the reinforcing mechanism works, but it is believed to be mostly a
topological effect. If the anchored POSS particles by themselves are unable to provide
reinforcement, subsequent addition of a dispersed POSS with compatible corner groups may
enhance interactions within the soft segment matrix. A possible synthetic route to incorporate
POSS directly into soft segment chains is shown below in Scheme 7.1.
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Figure 7.1 POSS-modified soft segment synthesis as a route to create a hierarchically-
ordered soft segment matrix.
In the case of triptycene, its paddlewheeled, symmetric shape persistent structure can introduce
free volume into a macromolecular superstructure along with introducing increased molecular
alignment. Triptycene-blended polymers and liquid crystals were found to minimize free
volume by segmental packing within the internal cavities of triptycene structures[ 1].
Polyester backbones incorporating triptycene have shown a remarkable enhancement in
mechanical performance: material stiffness and strength were improved three-fold while the
strain to failure was enhanced twenty-one fold[2]. These same molecules were incorporated into
polycarbonate main chain with similar results, displaying increased moduli and strength[3].
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Figure 7.2 Proposed tosylation of triptycene quinone for soft segment modification.
Tosylated triptycene could then be incorporated into the soft segment interior by a process
similar to that shown above for POSS molecules.
Triptycene-quinone is readily available, and could be fuctionalized to create a suitable leaving
group for further chemistry, seen in Figure 7.2. A similar end-capping procedure to that
proposed for POSS could be employed to create triptycene-reinforced soft segments.
7.2.2 Liquid-Crystalline Soft Segment Polyurethanes
Poly(y-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG)-containing polymer systems were recently
incorporated as ordered soft segments[4]; however, it is desired to locate the ordered block as a
central soft segment block rather than the end block. Self-assembled PBLG forms secondary
structures of J-sheets and a-helices, with a-helices being more stable due to a longer coherence
length[5]. Due to the various oriented structures of PBLG, incorporating the stiff component
within polyurethane soft segments should produce both a marked improvement in mechanical
properties and an enhanced microphase separated morphology.
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Figure 7.3 Proposed synthesis of PBLG-containing soft segment could create a main-chain
liquid crystalline polyurethane soft segment for enhanced mechanical performance.
Segmented polyurethanes could then be created from the triblocks by adding stoichiometric
quantities of diisocyanate and chain extender to complete the polymerization.
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